


Decking: Pro-Tect Gray Birch
Railing: Horizon Mission White with Square Composite Balusters

Decking: Horizon IpeDecking: Horizon Rosewood
Railing: Horizon Mission Black with Round Metal Black Balusters

Decking: Horizon Ipe

Decking: Pro-Tect Western Cedar
Railing: Horizon Mission White with Round Metal 
Black Balusters



For the most up-to-date information and specifications, visit www.fiberondecking.com. 

Why Choose Fiberon?
Fiberon is an innovation leader in the manufacture and development of PVC and 
composite decking and railing products. Since its inception in 1997, Fiberon has 
continued to advance the technology of providing homeowners with products that 
are both beautiful and durable. Fiberon decking and railing systems have achieved an 
unequaled reputation for quality performance while presenting homeowners with a wide 
variety of design choices, colors and grain patterns. Fiberon is dedicated to offering the 
best and widest selection of products in the business.

Sustainable Products that Save Natural Resources
Fiberon responds to the growing public concern for environmental conservation by 
offering consumers durable product options that save natural resources, produced in a 
virtually waste-free manufacturing process. From raw material sourcing to homeowner 
maintenance, Fiberon outdoor living products incorporate the following sustainable 
practices and benefits:

•	 Made from Locally-Sourced, Recycled Materials - Up to 74% Recycled Content
•	 Produced in an Energy Efficient, Virtually Waste-free Manufacturing Process
•	 Contributes to High Performance Green Buildings
•	 Safe for Your Home and for the Environment
•	 Sustainable—Durable Performance Year after Year
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Decking: Horizon Rosewood
Railing: Horizon Mission with Metal Black Balusters

Decking: Horizon Ipe and Tudor Brown
Railing: Horizon Mission White with Round 
Metal Black Balusters

Decking: Horizon Ipe
Railing: Horizon Mission White with Square Composite Balusters

Decking: Horizon Ipe
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Fiberon Outdoor Flooring PVC Decking
Fiberon Outdoor Flooring is premium PVC decking unsurpassed in providing 
solutions to the problems of fading, staining and chalking. With exotic hardwood 
colors, Outdoor Flooring sets the standard in beauty and provides the ultimate in 
low maintenance. Carrying a Class A rating for flame spread, Outdoor Flooring 
meets California’s code requirements in WUI areas. Backed by the industry’s first 
Stain and Fade warranty, Outdoor Flooring is also backed by a limited lifetime 
performance warranty. Outdoor Flooring is the premium decking product in both 
performance and beauty.

•	Beautiful	solid	and	exotic	hardwood	colors	and	grains
•	Lumenite® coating for stain and fade resistance
•	Easy	to	clean	and	maintain
•	Cooler	deck	surfaces	made	of	lightweight	PVC
•	Class	A	flame	spread	rating	-	meets	CA	WUI	requirements
•	Installs	with	the	exclusive	Deck	Pilot® for a smooth, fastener-free surface

Deck Boards: Nominal 1 in. x 5.5 in. x 12, 16 & 20 ft.
Fascia: Nominal .5 in. x 11.75 in. x 12 ft. Available in Jatoba, Spanish Cedar, Driftwood and Cedar
Outdoor Flooring Decking Accessories: Deck Pilot Tool Kit (Tool with 2 bushings), Deck Pilot Bit Cards  
(2 per card), and Deck Pilot Screws (350 screws and 2 replacement bushings per box)

Fiberon Outdoor Flooring PVC Decking

Spanish CedarCedar Driftwood Jatoba

Fiberon Deck Pilot® 
designed for exclusive use 
with Outdoor Flooring PVC
for a smooth, fastener-free 

surface

Backed by the industry’s 
first Stain and Fade 

Warranty

Decking: ODF Spanish Cedar
Railing: Horizon Mission White with Square 
Composite Balusters
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Actual 
production 
products may 
vary from 
colors shown.

Decking: ODF Spanish Cedar
Railing: Horizon Mission White with Square 
Composite Balusters

Decking: ODF Jatoba
Railing: Horizon Inspirations White 
with Round Metal Black Balusters

Decking: ODF Cedar
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Outdoor Flooring PVC Decking 
Square Edge (SE)
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Fiberon Horizon Decking
Horizon Decking is the industry leader in providing the most dramatic tropical looks 
and resilient surface available in composite decking. It’s unmatched multi-color 
offerings feature a 25-year, industry first, stain and fade warranty. Capped on all four 
sides, patent-pending PermaTech® technology provides protection and durability 
for the ultimate in beautiful, low maintenance, composite decking, also backed by a 
25-year limited performance warranty.

•	Striking	looks	emulate	exotic,	tropical	hardwoods
•	Stain	and	fade	resistant
•	Patent-pending	PermaTech® for long lasting protective surfaces
•	Reversible	board	capped	on	all	four	sides	for	durability

Deck Boards: Nominal .94 in. x 5.4 in. x 12, 16 & 20 ft. (Grooved)
Available in 20 ft. Square Edge Only
Fascia: Nominal .75 in. x 11.25 in. x 12 ft.
Riser Board: Nominal .75 in. x 7.25 in. x 12 ft. 
Available in Ipe, Rosewood, Tudor Brown, Castle Gray and Greystone 

Backed by the industry’s 
first Stain and Fade 

WarrantyThe Fiberon Deck Spacer tool, 
ensures needed end to end gapping 

through seasonal expansion and 
contraction for adequate drainage 

and air flow. 

Decking: Horizon Ipe

6IpeGreystone Castle GrayTudor Brown Rosewood

Actual 
production 
products may 
vary from 
colors shown.
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Decking: Horizon Tudor Brown
Railing: Horizon Mission White with Round 
Metal Black Balusters

Decking: Horizon Castle Gray
Railing: Horizon Mission Black with Round Metal Black Balusters

Decking: Horizon Rosewood
Railing: Horizon Mission Black with Round Metal Black Balusters

Horizon Decking Square Edge (SE)

Horizon Decking Grooved (GV)

Phantom® Hidden Deck 
Fasteners by Fiberon

Fiberon Horizon® Decking
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Fiberon Pro-Tect Decking
Deep, rich tones with subtle streaking and realistic wood grains add beauty and 
dimension to your outdoor living space. Capped on three sides, the PermaTech 
surface offers exceptional stain and fade resistance for true low maintenance. 
Protect your deck with a beautiful and durable surface warranted for 20 years for 
performance and stain and fade resistance.

•	The	elegant	look	of	natural	hardwoods
•	Multi-chromatic	and	solid	colors	with	realistic	wood	grain
•	Protective	PermaTech	surface	provides	enduring	beauty
•	Stain	and	fade	resistant	backed	by	a	20-year,	limited	warranty
•	Durable	surface	capped	on	three	sides

Deck Boards: Nominal .93 in. x 5.3 in. x 12, 16 & 20 ft. Grooved
Available in 20 ft. Square Edge Only
Fascia: Nominal .75 in. x 11.25 in. x 12 ft. Available in Chestnut, Western Cedar and Gray Birch

Western Cedar
Multi-colored

Canyon Brown
Solid

Chestnut
Multi-colored

Gray Birch
Multi-colored

Harbor Gray
Solid

Backed by the industry’s 
first Stain and Fade 

Warranty

Decking: Pro-Tect Western Cedar
Railing: Horizon Mission White with Round Metal 
Black Balusters
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Actual 
production 
products may 
vary from 
colors shown.

Decking: Pro-Tect Gray Birch
Railing: Horizon Mission White with Square 
Composite White Balusters

Decking: Pro-Tect Western Cedar
Railing: Horizon Mission White with Round Metal Black Balusters

Decking: Pro-Tect Chestnut
Railing: Horizon Mission White with Round Metal Black Balusters
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Pro-Tect Decking Square Edge (SE)

Pro-Tect Decking Grooved (GV)

Phantom® Hidden Deck 
Fasteners by Fiberon

The Fiberon Deck Spacer tool, 
ensures needed end to end gapping 

through seasonal expansion and 
contraction for adequate drainage 

and air flow. 

Fiberon Pro-Tect® Decking
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Fiberon Classic Decking
Fiberon Classic decking is available in two solid colors, Timber and Granite, 
that feature deep, rich colors with natural wood grain patterns. Built on proven 
composite performance, Fiberon Classic resists termites, splinters and decay and 
is backed by a 20-year limited performance warranty.

•	No	painting	or	staining
•	Rich	colors	with	natural	wood	graining
•	Resistant	to	termites,	splinters	and	decay

Deck Boards: Nominal .93 in. x 5.25 in. x 12, 16 & 20 ft. Square Edge Only
Fascia: Nominal .75 in. x 11.25 in. x 12 ft. Available in solid colors, Brown and Gray, designed to 
complement Classic decking colors.

•	 Cleaning	mold	or	other	stains	is	required	
at	least	semi-annually	or	more	frequently	
depending	on	location	and	customer	
preference.

•	 Color	tone	will	lighten	during	initial	
weathering,	in	approximately	120	days.

TimberGranite

Decking: Classic Timber
Railing: Horizon Mission White with 
Round Metal Black Balusters
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Actual 
production 
products may 
vary from 
colors shown.

IMPORTANT

Decking: Classic Granite Decking: Classic Timber Decking: Classic Granite

Fib
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ecking

Classic Decking Square Edge (SE) The Fiberon Deck Spacer tool, 
ensures needed end to end gapping 

through seasonal expansion and 
contraction for adequate drainage 

and air flow. 

Approximately	120	Days	Weathering

Installed

Fiberon Classic™ Decking
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Fiberon Professional Decking
High quality composites emulate the beauty of wood without the need to stain or 
paint. Fiberon’s proven performer offers natural wood grain patterns and colors.

•	No	painting	or	staining
•	Rich	colors	with	natural	wood	graining	on	both	sides
•	Resistant	to	termites,	splinters	and	decay
•	Docking	(2x6)	boards	available	in	Gray,	special	order	

Deck Boards: Nominal .93 in. x 5.25 in. x 12, 16 & 20 ft. (Grooved)
Available in 20 ft. Square Edge Only
Dock Boards: Nominal 1.5 in. x 5.5 in. x 16 ft.
Fascia: Nominal .75 in. x 11.375 in. x 12 ft. Available in solid colors, Cedar, Brown and Gray, designed to 
complement Professional decking colors.

•	 Cleaning	mold	or	other	stains	is	required	
at	least	semi-annually	or	more	frequently	
depending	on	location	and	customer	
preference.

•	 Color	tone	will	lighten	during	initial	
weathering,	in	approximately	120	days.

BrownGrayCedar

Phantom® Hidden Deck 
Fasteners by Fiberon

Decking: Professional Brown

Actual 
production 
products may 
vary from 
colors shown.

IMPORTANT

Decking: Professional Gray Decking: Professional Cedar Decking: Professional Gray
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Professional Decking Square Edge (SE)

Professional Decking Grooved (GV)

Professional Docking (2x6) 
Square Edge (SE) - Special Order

The Fiberon Deck Spacer tool, 
ensures needed end to end gapping 

through seasonal expansion and 
contraction for adequate drainage 

and air flow. 

Fiberon Professional Decking
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Canyon	Brown Harbor	Gray

Fiberon Decking Colors 

Rosewood Ipe Castle	Gray GreystoneTudor	Brown

Jatoba DriftwoodSpanish	Cedar Cedar
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Fiberon Outdoor Flooring PVC Decking Fiberon Pro-Tect Decking 

Fiberon Horizon Decking Fiberon Professional Decking Fiberon Classic Decking 

Chestnut Gray	BirchWestern	Cedar

GraniteTimber

Brown Cedar

GrayCedarBrown
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Fiberon Professional Fascia Fiberon Classic Fascia 

Cedar GrayBrown Timber Granite

Fiberon Outdoor Flooring PVC Fascia Fiberon Pro-Tect Fascia 

Spanish	CedarJatoba DriftwoodCedar

Fiberon Horizon Fascia and Riser Board

Fascia: Nominal .5 in. x 11.75 in. x 12 ft. 

Gray	BirchChestnut Western	Cedar
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Castle	Gray

Riser Board

Fascia

Greystone

Fascia

Riser Board

Rosewood

Fascia

Riser Board

Tudor	Brown

Riser Board

Fascia

Ipe

Fascia

Riser Board

Fascia: Nominal .75 in. x 11.25 in. x 12 ft. 
Riser Board: Nominal .75 in. x 7.25 in. x 12 ft.

Fascia: Nominal .75 in. x 11.25 in. x 12 ft. 

Fascia: Nominal .75 in. x 11.375 in. x 12 ft. Fascia: Nominal .75 in. x 11.25 in. x 12 ft. 
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Bottom Rail

Fiberon Horizon Railing - Mission Profile
Delivers design versatility with rich color choices and infill options. Designed to 
coordinate with Horizon decking, also complements all other Fiberon decking to 
complete your backyard oasis.

•	 Flat profile, drink friendly rails, made of low maintenance PVC composite
•	 Rails and balusters sold separately and in kits:
 - Rails available in 6 ft. (72 in.) and 8 ft. (96 in.). Stair rails available in 6 ft. (72 in.) 

 - Rail sections available in 36 in. and 42 in. heights

•	 Customizable rail design:
 -Square composite or black round metal balusters

  - Rail daggers firmly anchor balusters

 - ClearVisionSystem panels available in clear or bronze

  -Available in 6 ft. (72 in.) and 36 in. height

•	 ADA Compliant Handrail System available
•	 Marine grade hardware available special order

4x4 Structural Post: Available in 54 in. (White only)
Post Sleeve Kit: Available in 4 in. x 4 in. x 48 in. (includes post cap and base moulding)
Post Sleeve: Available in 108 in. (Post Cap and Base Moulding also sold separately)
5-3/4 in. x 5-3/4 in. x 48 in. (White only, includes post cap and base moulding)

Railing: Horizon Mission White with 
Round Metal Black Balusters

18

White

Black

Bronze

COLOR	OPTIONS
Actual production products may 

vary from colors shown.

Top Rail

ClearVisionSystem® 
(Availble in clear or bronze panels)

Railing: Horizon 
Mission Black 
with Round 
Metal Black 
Balusters

Railing: Horizon Mission Bronze with Square 
Composite Bronze Balusters

Fib
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ission

Metal Baluster/Dagger
Composite Square 

Balusters

5-3/4 in. x 5-3/4 in. x 48 in. 
Post Sleeve

Fiberon Horizon® Railing - Mission Profile
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Fiberon Horizon Railing - Inspirations Profile
Inspirations Railing, now available in Dark Walnut, offers the traditional beauty of 
railing with customizable baluster design. Made of strong, durable PVC finish, 
Inspirations Railing resists cracking and flaking to provide long lasting beauty.

•	 Elegant profile rails, made of low maintenance PVC composite
•	 Rails and balusters sold separately and in kits:
 - Rails available in 68 in. and 92 in. lengths. Stair rails available in 68 in. lenghts. 

 - Rail sections available in 36 in. and 42 in. heights

•	 Customizable rail design:
 -Beveled composite or black round metal balusters

  - Rail daggers firmly anchor balusters

 - ClearVisionSystem panels available in clear or bronze

  -Available in 68 in. length and 36 in. height

•	 ADA Compliant Handrail System available
•	 Marine grade hardware available special order

4x4 Structural Post: Available in 54 in. (White only)
Post Sleeve Kit: Available in 4 in. x 4 in. x 48 in. (includes post cap and base moulding)
Post Sleeve: Available in 108 in. (Post Cap and Base Moulding also sold separately)
5-3/4 in. x 5-3/4 in. x 48 in. (White only, includes post cap and base moulding)

Decking: Horizon Ipe and Tudor Brown
Railing: Horizon Inspirations in White with 
Round Metal Black Balusters
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Top Rail

Bottom Rail

Railing: Horizon 
Inspirations in White 
with Round Metal 
Black Balusters

Railing: Horizon Inspirations 
in White with Round Metal 
Black Balusters

Railing: Horizon 
Inspirations in White 
with Round Metal 
Black Balusters
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Metal Baluster/Dagger
Composite Beveled 

Balusters
5-3/4 in. x 5-3/4 in. x 48 in. 

Post Sleeve

Fiberon Horizon® Railing - Inspirations®  Profile

White

Dark Walnut

COLOR	OPTIONS
Actual production products may 

vary from colors shown.
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Fiberon Horizon Railing - Provincial Profile
Horizon Provincial Railing provides a classic top rail perfect for balconies and 
porches. Available in kits, Provincial Railing comes in traditional white, designed to 
coordinate with all Fiberon decking.

•	 Traditional profile made of low maintenance PVC composite
 - Rails available in 6 ft. (72 in.) and 8 ft. (96 in.). Stair rails available in 6 ft. (72 in.) 

 - Rail sections available in 36 in. heights (available in section kits only)

•	 Accommodates black round metal balusters
•	 Customizable rail design:
 -Square composite or black round metal balusters

  - Rail daggers firmly anchor balusters

 - ClearVisionSystem panels available in clear or bronze

  -Available in 6 ft. (72 in.) length and 36 in. height

•	 ADA Compliant Handrail System available
•	 Marine grade hardware available special order 

4x4 Structural Post: Available in 54 in. (White only)
Post Sleeve Kit: Available in 4 in. x 4 in. x 48 in. (includes post cap and base moulding)
Post Sleeve: Available in 108 in. (Post Cap and Base Moulding also sold separately)
5-3/4 in. x 5-3/4 in. x 48 in. (White only, includes post cap and base moulding)

Top Rail

Railing: Horizon Provincial
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Bottom Rail
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Metal Baluster/Dagger
Composite Square 

Balusters
5-3/4 in. x 5-3/4 in. x 48 in. 

Post Sleeve

Fiberon Horizon® Railing - Provincial Profile
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Railing: Fiberail with Square Composite White Balusters

Fiberon Fiberail 
New Fiberail in classic white offers a sculpted top rail profile perfect for dressing up 
decking, porches, balconies and stairs. Fiberail pairs well with any architectural style.
 
Fiberail consists of a premium composite substructure with a permanent PVC finish 
for a beautiful, sturdy and safe surround. Fiberail is easy to install with the addition of 
matching rail collars and is backed by a 20-year performance warranty.
 
•	Available	in	6	ft.	and	8	ft.	sections	and	6	ft.	stair	sections
•	Strong	and	durable	premium	composite	substructure	and	coextruded	PVC	surface	for		
   durability
•	Low	maintenance	and	is	backed	by	a	20-year	limited	performance	warranty
 
4x4 Structural Post: Available in 54 in. (White only)
Post Sleeve Kit: Available in 4 in. x 4 in. x 48 in. (includes post cap and base moulding)
Post Sleeve: Available in 108 in. (Post Cap and Base Moulding also sold separately)
5-3/4 in. x 5-3/4 in. x 48 in. (White only, includes post cap and base moulding)

24
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Top Rail and Bottom Rail have 
routed holes for Square Balusters

Top and Bottom Rail Brackets

Top and Bottom Stair Brackets 5-3/4 in. x 5-3/4 in. x 48 in. 
Post Sleeve

Fiberon	Fiberail® Railing
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Lighting: Flat Top LED Post Sleeve Cap in White 
and Post Sleeve Light in White
Railing: Horizon Provincial

Fiberon Deck and Rail Lighting
Enjoy your outdoor living space in the evenings with the ambience of refined 
lighting, complete with a remote control dimmer to set the right mood.  Fiberon 
Outdoor Lighting is available in four distinctive lights, featuring riser lights for added 
stair safety. Made of rust-free aluminum, all lights are powder-coated for a long-
lasting finish. Fiberon Outdoor Lighting uses environmentally-friendly, low voltage, 
LED technology, which uses 1/12th the amount of electricity to brighten your deck. 
Four light styles are available in three colors, white, black and bronze.

Post	Cap	Light
Beautiful post cap available in 4” flat top with opaque lens shines ring of warm light 
outward for sophisticated post lighting

Side	Post	Light
3-1/2” eyeball design, directs warm white LED lights down the post to the deck for 
spot lighting around the deck or to aid in safe footing on stairs

Accent	Light
1” diameter small, round, light with warm white LED bulb, installs flush with decking; 
designed for great accent lighting for deck borders or stairs 

Riser	Light
Rectangle lighting with opaque lens, especially designed to brighten pathways 
and stairs

26
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Fiberon Deck and Rail Lighting
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Fiberon Decking and Railing Products Fiberon Decking and Railing Products

ITEM NUMBER    DESCRIPTION (Nominal Sizes)

Fiberon	Outdoor	Flooring	-	Square	Edge	Decking	(SE)
PBRDOF DRIFTWOOD 12   1 in. x 5.5 in. x 12 ft. Square Edge ODF Board - Driftwood
PBRDOF DRIFTWOOD 16   1 in. x 5.5 in. x 16 ft. Square Edge ODF Board - Driftwood
PBRDOF DRIFTWOOD 20   1 in. x 5.5 in. x 20 ft. Square Edge ODF Board - Driftwood
PBRDOF CEDAR 12    1 in. x 5.5 in. x 12 ft. Square Edge ODF Board - Cedar
PBRDOF CEDAR 16    1 in. x 5.5 in. x 16 ft. Square Edge ODF Board - Cedar
PBRDOF CEDAR 20    1 in. x 5.5 in. x 20 ft. Square Edge ODF Board - Cedar
PBRDOF SPCDR 12    1 in. x 5.5 in. x 12 ft. Square Edge ODF Board - Spanish Cedar
PBRDOF SPCDR 16    1 in. x 5.5 in. x 16 ft. Square Edge ODF Board - Spanish Cedar
PBRDOF SPCDR 20    1 in. x 5.5 in. x 20 ft. Square Edge ODF Board - Spanish Cedar
PBRDOF JATOBA 12    1 in. x 5.5 in. x 12 ft. Square Edge ODF Board - Jatoba
PBRDOF JATOBA 16    1 in. x 5.5 in. x 16 ft. Square Edge ODF Board - Jatoba
PBRDOF JATOBA 20    1 in. x 5.5 in. x 20 ft. Square Edge ODF Board - Jatoba

Fiberon	Outdoor	Flooring	Fascia	Board
PFAS DRFTWD 12    .5 in. x 11.75 in. x 12 ft. ODF Fascia Driftwood
PFAS CEDAR 12    .5 in. x 11.75 in. x 12 ft. ODF Fascia Cedar
PFAS SPCDR 12    .5 in. x 11.75 in. x 12 ft. ODF Fascia Spanish Cedar
PFAS JATOBA 12    .5 in. x 11.75 in. x 12 ft. ODF Fascia Jatoba

Fiberon	Outdoor	Flooring	Accessories
DP2 TOOL KIT     Deck Pilot Tool Kit
DP BIT CARDS     Deck Pilot Bit Cards
DP2 C SCRW 1.6 350    Deck Pilot Screws 

ITEM NUMBER    DESCRIPTION (Nominal Sizes)

Fiberon	Horizon	-	Grooved	Decking	(GV)
BRDTHG IPE 12     .935 in. x 5.4 in. x 12 ft. Grooved Horizon Board - Ipe
BRDTHG IPE 16     .935 in. x 5.4 in. x 16 ft. Grooved Horizon Board - Ipe
BRDTHG IPE 20     .935 in. x 5.4 in. x 20 ft. Grooved Horizon Board - Ipe
BRDTHG ROS 12    .935 in. x 5.4 in. x 12 ft. Grooved Horizon Board - Rosewood
BRDTHG ROS 16    .935 in. x 5.4 in. x 16 ft. Grooved Horizon Board - Rosewood
BRDTHG ROS 20    .935 in. x 5.4 in. x 20 ft. Grooved Horizon Board - Rosewood
BRDTHG TUDOR 12    .935 in. x 5.4 in. x 12 ft. Grooved Horizon Board - Tudor Brown
BRDTHG TUDOR 16    .935 in. x 5.4 in. x 16 ft. Grooved Horizon Board - Tudor Brown
BRDTHG TUDOR 20    .935 in. x 5.4 in. x 20 ft. Grooved Horizon Board - Tudor Brown
BRDTHG CSGRAY 12    .935 in. x 5.4 in. x 12 ft. Grooved Horizon Board - Castle Gray
BRDTHG CSGRAY 16    .935 in. x 5.4 in. x 16 ft. Grooved Horizon Board - Castle Gray
BRDTHG CSGRAY 20    .935 in. x 5.4 in. x 20 ft. Grooved Horizon Board - Castle Gray
BRDTHG GRYSTN 12    .935 in. x 5.4 in. x 12 ft. Grooved Horizon Board - Greystone
BRDTHG GRYSTN 16    .935 in. x 5.4 in. x 16 ft. Grooved Horizon Board - Greystone
BRDTHG GRYSTN 20    .935 in. x 5.4 in. x 20 ft. Grooved Horizon Board - Greystone

Fiberon	Horizon	-	Square	Edge	Decking	(SE)
BRDTH IPE 20     .935 in. x 5.4 in. x 20 ft. Square Edge Horizon Board - Ipe
BRDTH ROS 20     .935 in. x 5.4 in. x 20 ft. Square Edge Horizon Board - Rosewood
BRDTH TUDOR 20    .935 in. x 5.4 in. x 20 ft. Square Edge Horizon Board - Tudor Brown
BRDTH CSGRAY 20    .935 in. x 5.4 in. x 20 ft. Square Edge Horizon Board - Castle Gray
BRDTH GRYSTN 20    .935 in. x 5.4 in. x 20 ft. Square Edge Horizon Board - Greystone

Fiberon	Horizon	Fascia	Board
HCFAS IPE 12     .75 in. x 11.25 in. x 12 ft. Horizon Fascia Board - Ipe
HCFAS ROS 12     .75 in. x 11.25 in. x 12 ft. Horizon Fascia Board - Rosewood
HCFAS TUDOR 12    .75 in. x 11.25 in. x 12 ft. Horizon Fascia Board - Tudor Brown
HCFAS CSGRY 12    .75 in. x 11.25 in. x 12 ft. Horizon Fascia Board - Castle Gray
HCFAS GRYSTN 12    .75 in. x 11.25 in. x 12 ft. Horizon Fascia Board - Greystone

Fiberon	Horizon	Riser	Board
HCRIS IPE 12     .75 in. x 7.25 in. x 12 ft. Horizon Riser Board - Ipe
HCRIS ROS 12     .75 in. x 7.25 in. x 12 ft. Horizon Riser Board  - Rosewood
HCRIS TUDOR 12    .75 in. x 7.25 in. x 12 ft. Horizon Riser Board  - Tudor Brown
HCRIS CSGRY 12    .75 in. x 7.25 in. x 12 ft. Horizon Riser Board  - Castle Gray
HCRIS GRYSTN 12    .75 in. x 7.25 in. x 12 ft. Horizon Riser Board  - Greystone

Horizon (GV) Decking

Horizon Fascia/Riser Board

Outdoor Flooring Decking

Outdoor Flooring Fascia

Deck Pilot Tool Kit
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ITEM NUMBER    DESCRIPTION (Nominal Sizes)

Fiberon	Pro-Tect	-	Grooved	Decking	(GV)
BRDPRTG WC 12    .93 in. x 5.25 in. x 12 ft. Grooved Pro-Tect Board - Western Cedar
BRDPRTG WC 16    .93 in. x 5.25 in. x 16 ft. Grooved Pro-Tect Board - Western Cedar
BRDPRTG WC 20    .93 in. x 5.25 in. x 20 ft. Grooved Pro-Tect Board - Western Cedar
BRDPRTG CN 12    .93 in. x 5.25 in. x 12 ft. Grooved Pro-Tect Board - Chestnut Brown
BRDPRTG CN 16    .93 in. x 5.25 in. x 16 ft. Grooved Pro-Tect Board - Chestnut Brown
BRDPRTG CN 20    .93 in. x 5.25 in. x 20 ft. Grooved Pro-Tect Board - Chestnut Brown
BRDPRTG GB 12    .93 in. x 5.25 in. x 12 ft. Grooved Pro-Tect Board - Gray Birch
BRDPRTG GB 16    .93 in. x 5.25 in. x 16 ft. Grooved Pro-Tect Board - Gray Birch
BRDPRTG GB 20    .93 in. x 5.25 in. x 20 ft. Grooved Pro-Tect Board - Gray Birch
BRDPRTG CB 12    .93 in. x 5.25 in. x 12 ft. Grooved Pro-Tect Board - Canyon Brown
BRDPRTG CB 16    .93 in. x 5.25 in. x 16 ft. Grooved Pro-Tect Board - Canyon Brown
BRDPRTG CB 20    .93 in. x 5.25 in. x 20 ft. Grooved Pro-Tect Board - Canyon Brown
BRDPRTG HG 12    .93 in. x 5.25 in. x 12 ft. Grooved Pro-Tect Board - Harbor Gray
BRDPRTG HG 16    .93 in. x 5.25 in. x 16 ft. Grooved Pro-Tect Board - Harbor Gray
BRDPRTG HG 20    .93 in. x 5.25 in. x 20 ft. Grooved Pro-Tect Board - Harbor Gray

Fiberon	Pro-Tect	Square	-	Edge	Decking	(SE)
BRDPRT WC 20     .93 in. x 5.25 in. x 20 ft. Square Edge Pro-Tect Board - Western Cedar
BRDPRT CN 20     .93 in. x 5.25 in. x 20 ft. Square Edge Pro-Tect Board - Chestnut Brown
BRDPRT GB 20     .93 in. x 5.25 in. x 20 ft. Square Edge Pro-Tect Board - Gray Birch
BRDPRT CB 20     .93 in. x 5.25 in. x 20 ft. Square Edge Pro-Tect Board - Canyon Brown 
BRDPRT HG 20     .93 in. x 5.25 in. x 20 ft. Square Edge Pro-Tect Board - Harbor Gray

Fiberon	Pro-Tect	Fascia	Board
HCFAS CHESTNUT 12    .75 in. x 11.25 in. x 12 ft. Pro-Tect Fascia Board - Chestnut
HCFAS GRAY BIRCH 12    .75 in. x 11.25 in. x 12 ft. Pro-Tect Fascia Board - Gray Birch
HCFAS WESTERN CDR 12   .75 in. x 11.25 in. x 12 ft. Pro-Tect Fascia Board - Western Cedar 

Fiberon	Horizon	and	Pro-Tect		Decking	Accessories
DECK CLEANER 1GAL    Fiberon Mineral Cleaner for Capped Composite Decking

Fiberon	Professional	Series	-	Grooved	Decking	(GV)
BRDME2G G 12     .93 in. x 5.25 in. x 12 ft. Grooved Professional Board - Gray
BRDME2G G 16     .93 in. x 5.25 in. x 16 ft. Grooved Professional Board - Gray
BRDME2G G 20     .93 in. x 5.25 in. x 20 ft. Grooved Professional Board - Gray
BRDME2G G 12     .93 in. x 5.25 in. x 12 ft. Grooved Professional Board - Gray
BRDME2G G 16     .93 in. x 5.25 in. x 16 ft. Grooved Professional Board - Gray
BRDME2G G 20     .93 in. x 5.25 in. x 20 ft. Grooved Professional Board - Gray

ITEM NUMBER    DESCRIPTION (Nominal Sizes)

Fiberon	Professional	Series	-	Grooved	Decking	(GV)
BRDME2G B 12     .93 in. x 5.25 in. x 12 ft. Grooved Professional Board - Brown
BRDME2G B 16     .93 in. x 5.25 in. x 16 ft. Grooved Professional Board - Brown
BRDME2G B 20     .93 in. x 5.25 in. x 20 ft. Grooved Professional Board - Brown
BRDME2G C 12     .93 in. x 5.25 in. x 12 ft. Grooved Professional Board - Cedar
BRDME2G C 16     .93 in. x 5.25 in. x 16 ft. Grooved Professional Board - Cedar
BRDME2G C 20     .93 in. x 5.25 in. x 20 ft. Grooved Professional Board - Cedar

Fiberon	Professional	Series	-	Square	Edge	Decking	(SE)
BRDME2 G 20     .93 in. x 5.25 in. x 20 ft. Square Edge Professional Board - Gray
BRDME2 B 20     .93 in. x 5.25 in. x 20 ft. Square Edge Professional Board - Brown
BRDME2 C 20     .93 in. x 5.25 in. x 20 ft. Square Edge Professional Board - Cedar

Fiberon	Professional	Decking	Accessories
BRDME2 G FASCIA 12-3   .75 in. x 11.375 in. x 12 ft. Professional Fascia Board - Gray
BRDME2 B FASCIA 12-3   .75 in. x 11.375 in. x 12 ft. Professional Fascia Board - Brown
BRDME2 C FASCIA 12-3   .75 in. x 11.375 in. x 12 ft. Professional Fascia Board - Cedar
BRDME2 2X6 G 16    1.5 in. x 5.5 in. x 16 ft. Docking Board - Gray

Phantom	GT	Hidden	Fasteners
BKT BRD PHTM GT B90   Hidden fasteners for grooved decking

Phantom	EC	Hidden	Fasteners
BKT BRD FIB SRT/STP    End clip fastener for decking and fascia

Fiberon	Hidden	Fasteners	(Screw	-	Buckets)
BKT BRD FIBERON C900   Fiberon Hidden Fastener - 900 count bucket - screws and driver bits

Fiberon	Hidden	Fasteners	(Gunnable	-	Buckets)
BKT BRD FIB GUN C900   Fiberon Hidden Fastener - 900 count bucket - ballistic screws

Fiberon	Ballistic	Gun
BKT BRD FIB GUN    Ballistic NailScrew Driver Kit - includes case, swivel hose fitting, belt hook,  
      safety glasses, allen wrenches and oil.
BKT BRD FIB GUN ATCH   Balistic NailScrew Driver Attachment

ITEM NUMBER    DESCRIPTION (Nominal Sizes)

Fiberon Decking and Railing Products Fiberon Decking and Railing Products
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Pro-Tect (GV) Decking

Fiberon Composite Deck Cleaner

Professional Fascia

Phantom Hidden Deck Fasteners - GT and EC

Professional (SE) Decking
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ITEM NUMBER    DESCRIPTION (Nominal Sizes)

Fiberon	Classic	Decking
BRDCLS TIMBER 12    .92 in. x 5.25 in. x 12 ft. Square Edge Classic Board 
BRDCLS TIMBER 16    .92 in. x 5.25 in. x 16 ft. Square Edge Classic Board 
BRDCLS TIMBER 20    .92 in. x 5.25 in. x 20 ft. Square Edge Classic Board 
BRDCLS GRANITE 12    .92 in. x 5.25 in. x 12 ft. Square Edge Classic Board 
BRDCLS GRANITE 16    .92 in. x 5.25 in. x 16 ft. Square Edge Classic Board 
BRDCLS GRANITE 20    .92 in. x 5.25 in. x 20 ft. Square Edge Classic Board 

Fiberon	Classic	Fascia
BRDCLS FAS TIMBER 12   .75 in. x 11.25 in. x 12 ft. Classic Fascia Board 
BRDCLS FAS GRANIT 12   .75 in. x 11.25 in. x 12 ft. Classic Fascia Board 

Fiberon	Deck	Spacer	Tool
DECK SPACER TOOL    Ensures proper deck board spacing

Fiberon	Fiberail	Railing

Fiberail	Rail	Kits
SEC13 D 6 KD W/HWAC    6 ft. Fiberail Section KD w/ Hardware (15-33.5 in. Balusters)
SEC13 D 6 KD W/H38AC   6 ft. Fiberail Section KD w/ Hardware (15-38 in. Balusters)
SEC13 D 8 KD W/HWAC    8 ft. Fiberail Section KD w/ Hardware (20-33.5 in. Balusters)
SEC13 D 8 KD W/H38AC   8 ft. Fiberail Section KD w/ Hardware (20-38 in. Balusters)

Fiberail	Stair	Kits
SEC13 DS 6 KD W/HWAC   6 ft. Fiberail Stair Section KD w/ Hardware 
      (15-33.5 in. Balusters w/30 stair adapters)
SEC13 DS 6 KD W/H38AC   6 ft. Fiberail Stair Section KD w/ Hardware 
      (15-38 in. Balusters w/30 stair adapters)
Fiberail	Hardware
BKT D 4 PK AC     4 Pack Rail Brackets - AC/174
BKT DS 2 PK AC    2 Pack Stair Brackets - AC/174
BKT UNIV ADAPT 2 PK    2 Pack Universal Angle Adapter

Fiberon Decking and Railing Products

ITEM NUMBER    DESCRIPTION (Nominal Sizes)

Fiberon	Deck	Lighting

Fiberon	Recessed	Lighting	Kits
REC LED KIT WHITE    Recessed 10 LED Kit - White   
REC LED 10PK WHITE    Recessed LED 10 Pack - White
REC LED 2 PK WHITE    Recessed LED 2 Pack - White
REC DRILL BIT     Recessed Light Bit (2-in-1 Bit 3/4 in. and 1-1/8 in.)
REC WIRE CLIP BLUE    Wire Connector Clip - Blue

Fiberon	LED	Lighting	Post	Sleeve	Caps
CAP FLAT LED 4 WHITE    4 in. Flat Top LED 1 Watt Post Cap - White
CAP FLAT LED 4 BRONZ   4 in. Flat Top LED 1 Watt Post Cap - Bronze
CAP FLAT LED 4 BLACK   4 in. Flat Top LED 1 Watt Post Cap - Black

Fiberon	Post	Sleeve	Caps	w/o	Light
CAP FLAT 4 WHITE    4 in. Flat Top Post Cap - White
CAP FLAT 4 BRONZE    4 in. Flat Top Post Cap - Bronze
CAP FLAT 4 BLACK    4 in. Flat Top Post Cap - Black

Fiberon	Walkway	and	Step	Lighting
POST EYEBALL LT WH    3-1/2 in. LED 12 Volt 1 Watt Eyeball Light - White
POST EYEBALL LT BZ    3-1/2 in. LED 12 Volt 1 Watt Eyeball Light - Bronze
POST EYEBALL LT BL    3-1/2 in. LED 12 Volt 1 Watt Eyeball Light - Black
RISER LIGHT WHITE    Recessed Riser Light 12 Volt 1 Watt LED - White
RISER LIGHT BRONZE    Recessed Riser Light 12 Volt 1 Watt LED - Bronze
RISER LIGHT BLACK    Recessed Riser Light 12 Volt 1 Watt LED - Black

Fiberon	Wire	and	Transformers
REC 10’ 22/2GA WIRE    LED Low Voltage Wire, 100 ft. 22/2 GA (12 Volt DC)
REC REMOTE DIMMER    DC Remote Dimmer, DC Systems Only (12 Volt DC)
REC HANDHELD REMOTE   Dimmer Handheld Remote Only (12 Volt DC)
REC TRANSFORMER    DC Transformer (Use up to 120 Phoenix Lights - 12 Volt DC)
REC WIRE NUTS 10PK    Silicone Filled Wire Nuts - 10 Pack
REC 110V TIMER    Photoelectric Timer 110 Volt (1-8 Hour Operation)

Fiberon Decking and Railing Products
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Top rail and Bottom Rail have routed holes 
for Square Balusters

Fiberon Deck Spacer Tool

Fiberon Classic Decking

Top and Bottom Rail Brackets

Riser Light

Side Post Lighting

Post Cap Lighting

Recessed Lighting
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Horizon	Railing	Sections	-	Inspirations
SEC9 I WH 6 KD W/HW    68 in. x 36 in. White Inspirations Section
SEC9 I WH 8 KD W/HW    92 in. x 36 in. White Inspirations Section
SEC9 IS WH 6 KD W/HW   68 in. x 36 in. White Inspirations Stair Section
SEC9 I WH 6 KD 35.5B    68 in. x 42 in. White Inspirations Section
SEC9 I WH 8 KD 35.5B    92 in. x 42 in. White Inspirations Section

Horizon	Railing	Sections	-	Mission
SEC12 M WH 6 KD W/HW C    6 ft. (72 in.) x 36 in. White Mission Section
SEC12 M WH 6 KD 35.5B C   6 ft. (72 in.) x 42 in. White Mission Section
SEC12 M WH 8 KD W/HW C   8 ft. (96 in.) x 36 in. White Mission Section
SEC12 M WH 8 KD 35.5B C   8 ft. (96 in.) x 42 in. White Mission Section
SEC12 MS WH 6 KD W/HW C   6 ft. (72 in.) x 36 in. White Mission Stair Section

Horizon	Railing	Sections	-	Provincial
SEC9 P WH 6 KD W/HW    6 ft. (72 in.) x 36 in.  White Provincial Section
SEC9 P WH 8 KD W/HW    8 ft. (96 in.) x 36 in. White Provincial Section
SEC12 PS WH 6 KD W/HW   6 ft. (72 in.) x 36 in. White Provincial Stair Section
Horizon Rail sections include top and bottom rails, balusters, daggers, hardware, crush block, and installation instructions.

Horizon	Rail	Kits	-	Inspirations
RL KIT I 6 LN WHT    68 in. x 36 in. White Inspirations Line Kit
RL KIT I 8 LN WHT    92 in. x 36 in. White Inspirations Line Kit
RL KIT I 6 ST WHT    68 in. x 36 in. White Inspirations Stair Kit
RL KIT I 6 LN BW C    68 in. x 36 in. Dark Walnut Inspirations Line Kit
RL KIT I 8 LN BW C    92 in. x 36 in. Dark Walnut Inspirations Line Kit
RL KIT I 6 ST BW C    68 in. x 36 in. Dark Walnut Inspirations Stair Kit

Horizon	Rail	Kits	-	Mission
RL12 KIT M 6 LN WH C    6 ft. (72 in.) White Mission Line Kit
RL12 KIT M 8 LN WH C    8 ft. (96 in.) White Mission Line Kit
RL12 KIT2 M 6 ST WH C    6 ft. (72 in.) White Mission Stair Kit
RL12 KIT M 6 LN BZ C    6 ft. (72 in.) Bronze Mission Line Kit
RL12 KIT M 8 LN BZ C    8 ft. (96 in.) Bronze Mission Line Kit
RL12 KIT2 M 6 ST BZ C    6 ft. (72 in.) Bronze Mission Stair Kit
RL12 KIT M 6 LN BL C    6 ft. (72 in.) Black Mission Line Kit
RL12 KIT M 8 LN BL C    8 ft. (96 in.) Black Mission Line Kit
RL12 KIT2 M 6 ST BL C    6 ft. (72 in.) Black Mission Stair Kit
Horizon Rail kits includes top and bottom rails, daggers, hardware, crush block, and installation instructions.

ITEM NUMBER    DESCRIPTION (Nominal Sizes)

ClearVisionSystem
RL12 KIT 6 CVS WHT    ClearVisionSystem White 65 in. top/bottom gasket and aluminum track kit
RL12 KIT 6 CVS BLK    ClearVisionSystem Black 65 in. top/bottom gasket and aluminum track kit
ACRYLIC SHEET CLEAR    28.5 in. x 65 in. ClearVisionSystem Panel - Clear
ACRYLIC SHEET BRONZE   28.5 in. x 65 in. ClearVisionSystem Panel - Bronze

Composite	Square	Balusters
BAL SQ 29.5 KIT WHT    White Composite Square Baluster 29.5 in. (36 in. Line)
BAL SQ 35.5 KIT WHT    White Composite Square Baluster 35.5 in. (36 in. Stair and 42 in. Line)
BAL SQ 35.5 KIT BRZ    Bronze Composite Square Baluster 35.5 in. (36 in. Stair and 42 in. Line)
BAL SQ 35.5 KIT BLK    Black Composite Square Baluster 35.5 in. (36 in. Stair and 42 in. Line)
BAL SQ 35.5 KIT BW C    Dark Walnut Composite Square Baluster 35.5 in. (36 in. Stair and 42 in. Line)

Composite	Beveled	Balusters
BAL BV 29.5 KIT WHT    White Composite Beveled Baluster Kit for 36 in. height installation
BAL BV 35.5 KIT WHT    White Composite Beveled Baluster Kit for 42 in. height installation 

Horizon	Metal	Balusters
BAL RD 29.5 LK-HP BL    Black Round Metal Baluster 29.5 in. (36 in. Line)
BAL RD 35.5 LK-HP BL    Black Round Metal Baluster  35.5 in. (42 in. Line)
BAL RD 35.5 SK-HP BL    Black Round Metal Baluster 35.5 in. (36 in. Stair)

Posts	and	Post	Sleeve	Kits
POST SLV KIT 6X6B WH     White Composite Post Sleeve 5-3/4 in. x 5-3/4 in. x 48 in. w/ Bead
POST SLV KIT2 48WHT    White Composite Post Sleeve Kit 4 in. x 4 in. x 48 in. w/ Bead
POST SLV KIT2 48BRZ    Bronze Composite Post Sleeve Kit 4 in. x 4 in. x 48 in. w/ Bead
POST SLV KIT2 48BLK    Black Composite Post Sleeve Kit 4 in. x 4 in. x 48 in. w/ Bead
POST SL KIT2 48BW C    Dark Walnut Composite Post Sleeve Kit 4 in. x 4 in. x 48 in. w/ Bead
POST SLV CMP2 108BWH   White Composite Post Sleeve 4 in. x 4 in. x 108 in. w/ Bead
POST SLV CMP2 108BBZ   Bronze Composite Post Sleeve 4 in. x 4 in. x 108 in. w/ Bead
POST SLV CMP2 108BBL   Black Composite Post Sleeve 4 in. x 4 in. x 108 in. w/ Bead
POST SLV CMP2 108BBL   Black Composite Post Sleeve 4 in. x 4 in. x 108 in. w/ Bead
POST SL CMP2 108BBWC   Dark Walnut Composite Post Sleeve 4 in. x 4 in. x 108 in. w/ Bead
POST STRUC KIT 54 WH    White Structural Post 4 in. x 4 in. x 54 in. w/ Bead
4 in. x 4 in. x 48 in. Post Sleeve and 4 in. x 4 in. x 54 in. Structural Post Kits (White only) include Harbour Cap and Post Moulding. The 4 in. x 4 in. x 108 in. Post Sleeve does not 

include the Harbour Cap and Post Moulding. The 5-3/4 in. x 5-3/4 in. x 48 in. Post Sleeve Kit (White only) includes Post Adaptors, Harbour Cap and Post Moulding.

ITEM NUMBER    DESCRIPTION (Nominal Sizes)
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Horizon	Railing	Hardware
BKT LINE 4 PK INSP    4 Pack Line Brackets - Inspirations White
BKT STAIR 4 PK INSP    4 Pack Stair Brackets - Inspirations White
BKT LINE 4PK IN BW C    4 Pack Line Brackets - Inspirations Dark Walnut
BKT STAIR 4PK IN BWC    4 Pack Stair Brackets - Inspirations Dark Walnut
BKT9 LINE HW 4PK WH    4 Pack Line Brackets - White
BKT7 LINE 4 PK BRONZE   4 Pack Line Brackets - Bronze
BKT10 LINE HW 4PK BK    4 Pack Line Brackets - Black
BKT9 STR HW 4PK WH    4 Pack Stair Brackets - White
BKT7 STAIR 4 PK BRNZ    4 Pack Stair Brackets - Bronze
BKT10 STR HW 4PK BK    4 Pack Stair Brackets - Black
BKT ANGLE 4 PK WHITE    4 Pack Angle Brackets - White
BKT ANGLE 4 PK BLACK   4 Pack Angle Brackets - Black
BKT ANGLE 4 PK BRONZE   4 Pack Angle Brackets - Bronze
BKT POST JM 4     Joist Mount Bracket
BKT POST MT CONCRETE   Horizon Post Mount - Concrete Applications
BKT POST MOUNT WOOD   Horizon Post Mount - Wood Applications
BKT2 SLV MT W/WD KIT    Post Sleeve Surface Mount w/ Wood Insert
BKT CRUSH BLOCK    Crush Block Bracket 
BAL INS MTL LINE    Round Metal Line Daggers Only - (Balusters Sold Separately)
BAL INS MTL STAIR    Round Metal Stair Daggers Only - (Balusters Sold Separately)

Each	Master	Carton	has	36	bags
BAL10 INS LN 30 PK    Square Composite 6 ft. Line Daggers Only - (Balusters Sold Separately)
BAL10 INS LN 42 PK    Square Composite 8 ft. Line Daggers Only - (Balusters Sold Separately)
BAL10 INS ST 24 PK    Square Composite 6 ft. Stair Daggers Only - (Balusters Sold Separately)

Horizon	Railing	Accessories
CAP HARBOUR 4 WHITE   Cap - Harbour - White
CAP HARBOUR 4 BRONZE   Cap - Harbour - Bronze
CAP HARBOUR 4 BLACK   Cap - Harbour - Black
CAP HARBOUR 4 BW C    Cap - Harbour - Dark Walnut
POST SLV MLDG 4    Post Moulding - White
POST SLV MLDG 4 BRNZ   Post Moulding - Bronze
POST SLV MLDG 4 BLK    Post Moulding - Black
POST SL MLDG 4 BW C    Post Moulding - Dark Walnut
HR RAIL 104 WH    ADA 104” Round Handrail Kit - White
HR RAIL 104 BN     ADA 104” Round Handrail Kit - Brown
HR RAIL 104 BL     ADA 104” Round Handrail Kit - Black

ITEM NUMBER    DESCRIPTION (Nominal Sizes)

Horizon	Railing	Accessories
HR WALL RETURN WH    ADA Wall Return Kit - White
HR WALL RETURN BN    ADA Wall Return Kit - Brown
HR WALL RETURN BL    ADA Wall Return Kit - Black
HR STRGT WALL RTN WH   ADA Straight Wall Return Kit - White
HR STRGT WALL RTN BN   ADA Straight Wall Return Kit - Brown
HR STRGT WALL RTN BL   ADA Straight Wall Return Kit - Black
HR HAND RAIL BKT WH    ADA Handrail Bracket Kit - White
HR HAND RAIL BKT BN    ADA Handrail Bracket Kit - Brown
HR HAND RAIL BKT BL    ADA Handrail Bracket Kit - Black
HR 90 DEGREE CRNR WH   ADA 90 Degree Corner - White
HR 90 DEGREE CRNR BN   ADA 90 Degree Corner - Brown
HR 90 DEGREE CRNR BL   ADA 90 Degree Corner - Black
HR END LOOP WH    ADA End Loop - White
HR END LOOP BN    ADA End Loop - Brown
HR END LOOP BL    ADA End Loop - Black
HR POST RETURN WH    ADA Post Return - White
HR POST RETURN BN    ADA Post Return - Brown
HR POST RETURN BL    ADA Post Return - Black
HR JOINT RING WH    ADA Joint Ring 4PK - White
HR JOINT RING BN    ADA Joint Ring 4PK - Brown
HR JOINT RING BL    ADA Joint Ring 4PK - Black
HR RAIL END CAP WH    ADA Rail End Cap 4PK - White
HR RAIL END CAP BN    ADA Rail End Cap 4PK - Brown
HR RAIL END CAP BL    ADA Rail End Cap 4PK - Black
HR BKT RTN CV PLT WH    ADA Bracket Wall Return Cover Plate 4PK - White
HR BKT RTN CV PLT BN    ADA Bracket Wall Return Cover Plate 4PK - Brown
HR BKT RTN CV PLT BL     ADA Bracket Wall Return Cover Plate 4PK - Black
HR 90DEG INSD BKT WH   ADA 90 Degree Insert Corner Bracket Kit - White
HR 90DEG INSD BKT BN   ADA 90 Degree Insert Corner Bracket Kit - Brown
HR 90DEG INSD BKT BL    ADA 90 Degree Insert Corner Bracket Kit - Black
HR ADJUSTABLE JOINER   ADA Adjustable Joiner 4PK
HR STRAIGHT JOINER    ADA Straight Joiner 4PK

Fiberon Decking and Railing Products Fiberon Decking and Railing Products
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Fiberon®	Outdoor	Flooring	PVC	Decking
Lifetime Residential Limited Warranty 25-Year Residential Stain and Fade Limited Warranty

Fiberon warrants that Fiberon Outdoor Flooring PVC Decking from the date of the original purchase from an authorized Fiberon product dealer shall remain free from material manufacturing defects, and under 
normal and proper service conditions will not check, splinter, delaminate, rot or suffer structural damage from fungal decay when used in conjunction with an above ground residential application, under normal 
use and is installed and maintained according to manufacturer’s guidelines.

The Lifetime Residential Limited Warranty shall be in effect from original purchase date for a residential purchaser as long as they own the property upon which the material was installed.

25-Year	Residential	Stain	and	Fade	Performance	Limited	Warranty	Coverage
Fiberon warrants the stain and fade resistance of Fiberon Outdoor Flooring PVC Decking when properly installed and used as decking in residential applications. This warranty applies to all Fiberon Outdoor 
Flooring PVC Decking products manufactured by Fiberon and is extended to the original homeowner (Purchaser), as long as they own the residence upon which the decking materials are installed.

Stain	Resistance: Fiberon warrants that Fiberon Outdoor Flooring PVC Decking is resistant to permanent staining for a period of twenty five years from date of residential consumer purchase resulting from 
spills of food and beverage items that would typically be present on a residential deck. Spills should be removed from the decking material with soap and water and mild household cleaners immediately and 
no later than one week of exposure to the surface. If after this initial cleaning the stains remain, refer to Fiberon’s Care and Maintenance Instructions found on www.fiberondecking.com. Materials not covered in 
the stain resistant warranty include, but are not limited to, abrasive compounds of acidic or basic pH, strong solvents, oil based paints or stains, metallic rust, concrete or masonry products, air or water borne 
minerals and other abnormal residential deck use items. See limitations below for further details.

Fade	Resistance: Fiberon warrants that Fiberon Outdoor Flooring PVC Decking will resist color change from light and weathering exposure as measured by color change in excess of 5 Delta E (Hunter) units for 
a period of twenty five years from the date of purchase.

Exclusions	from	Stain	and	Fade	Warranty	Coverage: Fiberon does not warrant its Fiberon Outdoor Flooring PVC Decking products to be stain or fade proof. The surface of Fiberon Outdoor Flooring PVC 
Decking is engineered to offer ultra-low maintenance performance. When used with proper design and construction practices and for use in the residential exterior deck environment, Fiberon Horizon products 
provide a high level of stain and fade resistance.

Stain	Resistance: Care must be taken to remove spilled materials with soap and water and standard household cleaners immediately and within a week after the occurrence of the spill. If after this initial 
cleaning the stains remain, refer to Fiberon’s Care and Maintenance Instructions found on www.fiberondecking.com. Fiberon does not warrant stain resistance resulting from spilled or otherwise applied 
substances that are not properly cleaned with soap and water or mild household cleaners. Materials not covered in the stain resistant warranty include, but are not limited to, abrasive compounds of acidic or 
basic pH, strong solvents, oil based paints or stains, metallic rust or other abnormal residential deck use items, non-food and non-beverage substances, including for example, but not limited to, fungicides, 
bactericides, biocides, plant food, pet or human stains such as vomit, blood, urine and feces and mineral staining or hazing caused by masonry work, windblown dust or mineral laden water.

Fade	Resistance: Fiberon Outdoor Flooring PVC Decking surface technology is designed to resist fading. No material is fade proof when exposed to years of UV exposure and the elements. Other exclusions 
include direct or indirect contact with extreme heat sources (over 250 degrees).  

Surface	Damage: Never use METAL shovels or sharp edge tools to remove snow and ice on the surface of any Fiberon composite or PVC decking product. If the surface of Fiberon Outdoor Flooring PVC 
Decking is damaged or punctured after the decking is installed, the twenty five year stain and fade resistance will be voided.

Paint	or	Other	Surfaces	Applied	to	Fiberon	Outdoor	Flooring	PVC	Decking: If paint or other coating materials are applied to the Fiberon Outdoor Flooring PVC Decking surface, the twenty five year stain 
and fade resistant will be voided.

Fiberon PVC Outdoor Flooring decking contains no cellulosic fillers that can support the growth of mold or mildew; however, mold and mildew can develop on surface contaminants. Rinsing away any surface 
contamination as it occurs will prevent the formation of mold or mildew.

For the warranty period stated, compliance with the recommended deck care and maintenance procedures must be followed. To qualify for coverage, you must have tried cleaning the affected area of your deck 
using the instructions indicated within this document and within the Care and Maintenance Instructions provided online at www.fiberondecking.com. If the affected area still remains unsatisfactory after you have 
tried these cleaning procedures, then you must have the affected area of your deck professionally cleaned at your expense. If the affected area remains unsatisfactory after the professional cleaning, you must 
contact Fiberon Consumer Support (800-573-8841) and provide proof of the professional cleaning within 30 days of the professional cleaning.

Remedy
Purchaser’s sole remedy for any claim whatsoever arising out of the purchase, use, storage or possession of Fiberon products (whether such claim arises is contract, warranty, tort, strict liability or otherwise), 
including without limitation any claim that Fiberon products failed to perform as warranted above, shall be replaced with new Fiberon product in an amount equal to the volume of defective material as listed 
on the Prorated Warranty Schedule. Replacement material will be provided that is as close as possible in color, design and quality to the original installation, but we do not guarantee an exact match as 

colors and designs will change. Additionally, claimant agrees to the use of surface fasteners as adequate for reinstallation of the furnished board, irrespective of existing method. Warrantor may elect to refund 
the percentage of the original purchase price listed on the Prorated Warranty Schedule in lieu of replacing the product or if Fiberon deems the repair is not commercially practicable or cannot be made in a        
timely manner. 

This Warranty does not cover costs of installation, removal or reinstallation. The Warrantor’s sole obligation is limited to replacement of the Product, and Warrantor shall have no further liability of obligation except 
as expressly stated herein. In no event will Fiberon be liable for any incidental, special, indirect or consequential damages resulting from any defect in the Product supplied, including but not limited to, damage to 
property. Some states do not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental or consequential damages, so the above limitation may not apply to you.

Any owner seeking remedy under this warranty must notify Fiberon in writing within 30 days after discovering a possible nonconformity of the Product, and before beginning any permanent repair. This written 
notice should describe the possible nonconformity and include the date the Product was installed. Immediately upon discovering any possible nonconforming Product, the owner must make temporary repairs 
at the owner’s expense to protect all property that could be affected. The owner must allow Fiberon to enter the property into which the Product is installed to inspect the possibility of nonconforming Product. 
This warranty gives you specific legal rights and you may also have other rights which vary from state to state. 

Limitations	and	Disclaimers
Warrantor shall not be liable for installation, removal or reinstallation costs or for any indirect, punitive, exemplary or consequential damages of any kind. Fiberon does 
not warrant against and is not responsible for, and no implied warranty shall be deemed to cover, any condition attributable to: (1) improper installation of Fiberon 
products and/ or failure to abide by Fiberon’s installation guidelines, including but not limited to improper gapping; (2) use of Fiberon products beyond normal use or 
in an application not recommended by Fiberon’s guidelines and local building codes; (3) movement, distortion, collapse or settling of the ground or the supporting 
structure on which Fiberon products are installed; (4) Defects to or failure arising from decking structure resulting from water caused by improper installation, 
workmanship, maintenance or repair; (5) any act of God (such as flooding, hurricane, earthquake, lightning, etc.); (6) discoloration caused by aggressive atmospheric 
pollutants including but not limited to metallic oxides or particles and airborne mold or mildew; (7) staining from foreign substances such as dirt, grease, oil, harsh 
chemicals found in cleaners or normal weathering (defined as natural efflorescence, exposure to sunlight, weather and atmospheric conditions which will cause any 
colored surface to gradually fade, flake, chalk, or accumulate dirt or stains); (8) damage resulting from fire or exposure to excessive heat sources such as cooking 
devices or retro-reflective surfaces; 9) the application of improper paints, stains, surface treatments or other chemical substances including but not limited to non-
recommended cleaners or pesticides; (10) climate change or any other cause beyond the control of Fiberon; (11) variations or changes in color of Fiberon products; 
(12) improper handling, storage, abuse or neglect of Fiberon products by Purchaser or third parties; (13) ordinary wear and tear; (14) impact from foreign objects; 
or (15) any fasteners not supplied or approved by Fiberon.  

The purchaser is solely responsible for determining whether Fiberon product meets the requirements of any applicable safety code or similar regulation. 

No Fiberon dealer, installer, reseller, agent or employee is authorized to make any modification, extension or addition to this Warranty. No person or entity is authorized 
by Warrantor to make any statement or representation, as to the quality or performance of Fiberon product, other than as contained in this Limited Warranty and it may 
not be altered except in a written instrument signed by Warrantor and buyer. Some states do not allow limitation on how long any implied warranty lasts and/or the 
exclusion or limitation of incidental or consequential damages, so the above limitation or exclusion may not apply to you. This warranty gives you specific legal rights 
and you may also have other rights that vary from state to state.

Lumenite technology is patent pending.

Warranty	Claim	Procedure
To obtain replacement, the original owner must send a copy of this warranty certificate, copy of original proof of purchase and photos of the issue to the address below. Such proof of purchase must be from an 
authorized Fiberon product dealer and must show (1) the date of the purchase and (2) that sufficient Fiberon product has been purchased to cover the number of lineal feet claimed to be damaged. Fiberon must 
make a determination on the claim before any permanent repairs or removal of materials may be undertaken. 

For further information, contact: 
Fiberon, Consumer and Technical Support Department
198 Random Dr., New London, NC  28127
phone 800-573-8841 | fax 704-463-7330 | email info@fiberondecking.com  |  www.fiberondecking.com
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25	Year	Residential	
Stain	and	Fade	
Limited	Warranty

 

Recovery
Year	of	
Claim

100% 0	-	10
80% 11	-	13
60% 14	-	16
40% 17	-	19
20% 20	-	22
10% 23	-	25



For the most up-to-date information and specifications, visit www.fiberondecking.com. 
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Fiberon®	Horizon®	Decking
25-Year Residential Limited Warranty, 10-Year Commercial Limited Warranty and 25-Year Residential Stain and Fade Limited Warranty

Fiberon warrants that Fiberon Horizon Decking from the date of the original purchase from an authorized Fiberon product dealer shall remain free from material manufacturing defects, and under normal and 
proper service conditions will not check, splinter, delaminate, rot or suffer structural damage from fungal decay when used in conjunction with an above ground application, under normal use and is installed and 
maintained according to manufacturer’s guidelines.

Fiberon Phantom Fasteners are warranted from the date of proof of purchase against defects in material and workmanship when installed according to manufacturer’s installation instructions. This warranty 
excludes rust. For best results, use only Fiberon branded or approved surface and/or hidden fasteners listed on our website, www.fiberondecking.com. Fiberon branded hidden fasteners are specifically 
designed to provide optimum performance when used with Fiberon deck boards. The use of other types of fasteners may void the Fiberon warranty if it is determined that deck board failures resulted from the 
use of a non-approved fastener.

The term of warranty shall be twenty five (25) years from original purchase date for a residential purchaser and ten (10) years from original purchase date for a commercial purchaser. The Commercial Limited 
Warranty may be transferred one (1) time, within the five (5) year period beginning from the date of original purchase by Purchaser to a subsequent buyer of the property upon which the Fiberon Horizon Decking 
Products were originally installed.

25-Year	Residential	Stain	and	Fade	Performance	Limited	Warranty	Coverage
Fiberon warrants the stain and fade resistance of Fiberon Horizon Decking when properly installed and used as decking in residential applications. This warranty applies to all Fiberon Horizon Decking products 
manufactured by Fiberon and is extended to the original homeowner (Purchaser), as long as they own the residence upon which the decking materials are installed.

Stain	Resistance: Fiberon warrants that Fiberon Horizon Decking is resistant to permanent staining for a period of twenty five years from date of residential consumer purchase resulting from spills of food and 
beverage items that would typically be present on a residential deck. Spills should be removed from the decking material with soap and water and mild household cleaners immediately and no later than one 
week of exposure to the surface. If after this initial cleaning the stains remain, refer to Fiberon’s Care and Maintenance Instructions found on www.fiberondecking.com. Materials not covered in the stain resistant 
warranty include, but are not limited to, abrasive compounds of acidic or basic pH, strong solvents, oil based paints or stains, metallic rust, concrete or masonry products, air or water borne minerals and other 
abnormal residential deck use items. See limitations below for further details.

Fade	Resistance: Fiberon warrants that Fiberon Horizon Decking will resist color change from light and weathering exposure as measured by color change in excess of 5 Delta E (Hunter) units for a period of 
twenty five years from the date of purchase.

Exclusions	from	Stain	and	Fade	Warranty	Coverage: Fiberon does not warrant its Fiberon Horizon Decking products to be stain or fade proof. The surface of Fiberon Horizon Decking is engineered to offer 
ultra-low maintenance performance. When used with proper design and construction practices and for use in the residential exterior deck environment, Fiberon Horizon products provide a high level of stain and 
fade resistance.

Stain	Resistance: Care must be taken to remove spilled materials with soap and water and standard household cleaners immediately and within a week after the occurrence of the spill. If after this initial 
cleaning the stains remain, refer to Fiberon’s Care and Maintenance Instructions found on www.fiberondecking.com. Fiberon does not warrant stain resistance resulting from spilled or otherwise applied 
substances that are not properly cleaned with soap and water or mild household cleaners. Materials not covered in the stain resistant warranty include, but are not limited to, abrasive compounds of acidic or 
basic pH, strong solvents, oil based paints or stains, metallic rust or other abnormal residential deck use items, non-food and non-beverage substances, including for example, but not limited to, fungicides, 
bactericides, biocides, plant food, pet or human stains such as vomit, blood, urine and feces and mineral staining or hazing caused by masonry work, windblown dust or mineral laden water.

Fade	Resistance: Fiberon Horizon Decking surface technology is designed to resist fading. No material is fade proof when exposed to years of UV exposure and the elements. Other exclusions include direct 
or indirect contact with extreme heat sources (over 250 degrees). 

Surface	Damage: Never use METAL shovels or sharp edge tools to remove snow and ice on the surface of any Fiberon composite or PVC decking product. If the surface of Fiberon Horizon Decking is 
damaged or punctured after the decking is installed, the twenty five year stain and fade resistance will be voided.

Paint	or	Other	Surfaces	Applied	to	Fiberon	Horizon	Decking: If paint or other coating materials are applied to the Fiberon Horizon Decking surface, the twenty five year stain and fade resistant will be 
voided.

For the warranty period stated, compliance with the recommended deck care and maintenance procedures must be followed. To qualify for coverage, you must have tried cleaning the affected area of your deck 
using the instructions indicated within this document and within the Care and Maintenance Instructions provided online at www.fiberondecking.com. If the affected area still remains unsatisfactory after you have 
tried these cleaning procedures, then you must have the affected area of your deck professionally cleaned at your expense. If the affected area remains unsatisfactory after the professional cleaning, you must 
contact Fiberon Consumer Support (800-573-8841) and provide proof of the professional cleaning within 30 days of the professional cleaning.

Remedy

Purchaser’s sole remedy for any claim whatsoever arising out of the purchase, use, storage or possession of Fiberon products (whether such claim arises is contract, 
warranty, tort, strict liability or otherwise), including without limitation any claim that Fiberon products failed to perform as warranted above, shall be replaced with new 
Fiberon product in an amount equal to the volume of defective material as listed on the Prorated Warranty Schedule. Replacement material will be provided that is 
as close as possible in color, design and quality to the original installation, but we do not guarantee an exact match as colors and designs will change. Additionally, 
claimant agrees to the use of surface fasteners as adequate for reinstallation of the furnished board, irrespective of existing method. Warrantor may elect to refund the 
percentage of the original purchase price listed on the Prorated Warranty Schedule in lieu of replacing the product or if Fiberon deems the repair is not commercially 
practicable or cannot be made in a timely manner. 

This Warranty does not cover costs of installation, removal or reinstallation. The Warrantor’s sole obligation is limited to replacement of the Product, and Warrantor shall 
have no further liability of obligation except as expressly stated herein. In no event will Fiberon be liable for any incidental, special, indirect or consequential damages 
resulting from any defect in the Product supplied, including but not limited to, damage to property. Some states do not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental or 
consequential damages, so the above limitation may not apply to you.

Any owner seeking remedy under this warranty must notify Fiberon in writing within 30 days after discovering a possible nonconformity of the Product, and before 
beginning any permanent repair. This written notice should describe the possible nonconformity and include the date the Product was installed. Immediately upon 
discovering any possible nonconforming Product, the owner must make temporary repairs at the owner’s expense to protect all property that could be affected. The 
owner must allow Fiberon to enter the property into which the Product is installed to inspect the possibility of nonconforming Product. This warranty gives you specific 
legal rights and you may also have other rights which vary from state to state. 

Limitations	and	Disclaimers
Warrantor shall not be liable for installation, removal or reinstallation costs or for any indirect, punitive, exemplary or consequential damages of any kind. Fiberon 
does not warrant against and is not responsible for, and no implied warranty shall be deemed to cover, any condition attributable to: (1) improper installation of 
Fiberon products and/ or failure to abide by Fiberon’s installation guidelines, including but not limited to improper gapping; (2) use of Fiberon products beyond 
normal use or in an application not recommended by Fiberon’s guidelines and local building codes; (3) movement, distortion, collapse or settling of the ground or 
the supporting structure on which Fiberon products are installed; (4) Defects to or failure arising from decking structure resulting from water caused by improper 
installation, workmanship, maintenance or repair; (5) any act of God (such as flooding, hurricane, earthquake, lightning, etc.); (6) discoloration caused by aggressive 
atmospheric pollutants including but not limited to metallic oxides or particles and airborne mold or mildew; (7) staining from foreign substances such as dirt, 
grease, oil, harsh chemicals found in cleaners or normal weathering (defined as natural efflorescence, exposure to sunlight, weather and atmospheric conditions 
which will cause any colored surface to gradually fade, flake, chalk, or accumulate dirt or stains); (8) damage resulting from fire or exposure to excessive heat 
sources such as cooking devices or retro-reflective surfaces; 9) the application of improper paints, stains, surface treatments or other chemical substances including 
but not limited to non-recommended cleaners or pesticides; (10) climate change or any other cause beyond the control of Fiberon; (11) variations or changes in 
color of Fiberon products; (12) improper handling, storage, abuse or neglect of Fiberon products by Purchaser or third parties; (13) ordinary wear and tear; (14) 
impact from foreign objects; or (15) any fasteners not supplied or approved by Fiberon. 

The purchaser is solely responsible for determining whether Fiberon product meets the requirements of any applicable safety code or similar regulation. 

No Fiberon dealer, installer, reseller, agent or employee is authorized to make any modification, extension or addition to this Warranty. No person or entity is 
authorized by Warrantor to make any statement or representation, as to the quality or performance of Fiberon product, other than as contained in this Limited 
Warranty and it may not be altered except in a written instrument signed by Warrantor and buyer. Some states do not allow limitation on how long any implied 
warranty lasts and/or the exclusion or limitation of incidental or consequential damages, so the above limitation or exclusion may not apply to you. This warranty 
gives you specific legal rights and you may also have other rights that vary from state to state.

Warranty	Claim	Procedure
To obtain replacement, the original owner must send a copy of this warranty certificate, copy of original proof of purchase and photos of the issue to the address below. Such proof of purchase must be from an 
authorized Fiberon product dealer and must show (1) the date of the purchase and (2) that sufficient Fiberon product has been purchased to cover the number of lineal feet claimed to be damaged. Fiberon must 
make a determination on the claim before any permanent repairs or removal of materials may be undertaken. 

For further information, contact: 
Fiberon, Consumer and Technical Support Department
198 Random Dr., New London, NC  28127
phone 800-573-8841 | fax 704-463-7330 | email info@fiberondecking.com  |  www.fiberondecking.com
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25	Year	Residential	
Limited	Warranty

 

Recovery
Year	of	
Claim

100% 0	-	10
80% 11	-	13
60% 14	-	16
40% 17	-	19
20% 20	-	22
10% 23	-	25

10	Year	Commercial	
Limited	Warranty

 

Recovery Year	of	Claim

100% 0	-	5	years
80% 6	years
60% 7	years
40% 8	years
20% 9	years
10% 10	years



For the most up-to-date information and specifications, visit www.fiberondecking.com. 

Fiberon®	Pro-Tect®	Decking
20-Year Residential Limited Warranty, 10-Year Commercial Limited Warranty and 20-Year Residential Stain and Fade Limited Warranty

Fiberon warrants Fiberon Pro-Tect Decking from the date of the original purchase from an authorized Fiberon product dealer shall remain free from material manufacturing defects, and under normal and proper 
service conditions will not check, splinter, delaminate, rot or suffer structural damage from fungal decay when used in conjunction with an above ground application, under normal use and is installed and 
maintained according to manufacturer’s guidelines.

Fiberon Phantom Fasteners are warranted from the date of proof of purchase against defects in material and workmanship when installed according to manufacturer’s installation instructions. This warranty 
excludes rust. For best results, use only Fiberon branded or approved surface and/or hidden fasteners listed on our website, www.fiberondecking.com. Fiberon branded hidden fasteners are specifically 
designed to provide optimum performance when used with Fiberon deck boards. The use of other types of fasteners may void the Fiberon warranty if it is determined that deck board failures resulted from the 
use of a non-approved fastener.

The term of warranty shall be twenty (20) years from original purchase date for a residential purchaser and ten (10) years from original purchase date for a commercial purchaser. The Commercial Limited 
Warranty may be transferred one (1) time, within the five (5) year period beginning from the date of original purchase by Purchaser to a subsequent buyer of the property upon which the Fiberon Pro-Tect 
Decking Products were originally installed.

20-Year	Residential	Stain	and	Fade	Performance	Limited	Warranty	Coverage
Fiberon warrants the stain and fade resistance of Fiberon Pro-Tect Decking when properly installed and used as decking in residential applications. This warranty applies to all Fiberon Pro-Tect Decking products 
manufactured by Fiberon and is extended to the original homeowner (Purchaser), as long as they own the residence upon which the decking materials are installed.

Stain	Resistance: Fiberon warrants that Fiberon Pro-Tect Decking is resistant to permanent staining for a period of twenty years from date of residential consumer purchase resulting from spills of food and 
beverage items that would typically be present on a residential deck. Spills should be removed from the decking material with soap and water and mild household cleaners immediately and no later than one 
week of exposure to the surface. If after this initial cleaning the stains remain, refer to Fiberon’s Care and Maintenance Instructions found on www.fiberondecking.com. Materials not covered in the stain resistant 
warranty include, but are not limited to, abrasive compounds of acidic or basic pH, strong solvents, oil based paints or stains, metallic rust, concrete or masonry products, air or water borne minerals and other 
abnormal residential deck use items. See limitations below for further details.

Fade	Resistance: Fiberon warrants that Fiberon Pro-Tect Decking will resist color change from light and weathering exposure as measured by color change in excess of 5 Delta E (Hunter) units for a period 
of twenty years from the date of purchase.

Exclusions	from	Stain	and	Fade	Warranty	Coverage: Fiberon does not warrant its Fiberon Pro-Tect Decking products to be stain or fade proof. The surface of Fiberon Pro-Tect Decking is engineered to 
offer ultra-low maintenance performance. When used with proper design and construction practices and for use in the residential exterior deck environment, Fiberon Pro-Tect products provide a high level of 
stain and fade resistance.

Stain	Resistance: Care must be taken to remove spilled materials with soap and water and standard household cleaners immediately and within a week after the occurrence of the spill. If after this initial 
cleaning the stains remain, refer to Fiberon’s Care and Maintenance Instructions found on www.fiberondecking.com. Fiberon does not warrant stain resistance resulting from spilled or otherwise applied 
substances that are not properly cleaned with soap and water or mild household cleaners. Materials not covered in the stain resistant warranty include, but are not limited to, abrasive compounds of acidic or 
basic pH, strong solvents, oil based paints or stains, metallic rust or other abnormal residential deck use items, non-food and non-beverage substances, including for example, but not limited to, fungicides, 
bactericides, biocides, plant food, pet or human stains such as vomit, blood, urine and feces and mineral staining or hazing cause by masonry work, windblown dust or mineral laden water.

Fade	Resistance: Fiberon Pro-Tect Decking surface technology is designed to resist fading. No material is fade proof when exposed to years of UV exposure and the elements. Other exclusions include direct 
or indirect contact with extreme heat sources (over 250 degrees). 

Surface	Damage: Never use METAL shovels or sharp edge tools to remove snow and ice on the surface of any Fiberon composite or PVC decking product. If the surface of Fiberon Pro-Tect Decking is 
damaged or punctured after the decking is installed, the twenty year stain and fade resistance will be voided.

Paint	or	Other	Surfaces	Applied	to	Fiberon	Pro-Tect	Decking: If paint or other coating materials are applied to the Fiberon Pro-Tect Decking surface, the twenty year stain and fade resistant will be voided.

For the warranty period stated, compliance with the recommended deck care and maintenance procedures must be followed. To qualify for coverage, you must have tried cleaning the affected area of your deck 
using the instructions indicated within this document and within the Care and Maintenance Instructions provided online at www.fiberondecking.com. If the affected area still remains unsatisfactory after you have 
tried these cleaning procedures, then you must have the affected area of your deck professionally cleaned at your expense. If the affected area remains unsatisfactory after the professional cleaning, you must 
contact Fiberon Consumer Support (800-573-8841) and provide proof of the professional cleaning within 30 days of the professional cleaning.

Remedy
Purchaser’s sole remedy for any claim whatsoever arising out of the purchase, use, storage or possession of Fiberon products (whether such claim arises is contract, 
warranty, tort, strict liability or otherwise), including without limitation any claim that Fiberon products failed to perform as warranted above, shall be replaced with new 
Fiberon product in an amount equal to the volume of defective material as listed on the Prorated Warranty Schedule. Replacement material will be provided that is 
as close as possible in color, design and quality to the original installation, but we do not guarantee an exact match as colors and designs will change. Additionally, 
claimant agrees to the use of surface fasteners as adequate for reinstallation of the furnished board, irrespective of existing method. Warrantor may elect to refund the 
percentage of the original purchase price listed on the Prorated Warranty Schedule in lieu of replacing the product or if Fiberon deems the repair is not commercially 
practicable or cannot be made in a timely manner. 

This Warranty does not cover costs of installation, removal or reinstallation. The Warrantor’s sole obligation is limited to replacement of the Product, and Warrantor shall 
have no further liability of obligation except as expressly stated herein. In no event will Fiberon be liable for any incidental, special, indirect or consequential damages 
resulting from any defect in the Product supplied, including but not limited to, damage to property. Some states do not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental or 
consequential damages, so the above limitation may not apply to you.

Any owner seeking remedy under this warranty must notify Fiberon in writing within 30 days after discovering a possible nonconformity of the Product, and before 
beginning any permanent repair. This written notice should describe the possible nonconformity and include the date the Product was installed. Immediately upon 
discovering any possible nonconforming Product, the owner must make temporary repairs at the owner’s expense to protect all property that could be affected. The 
owner must allow Fiberon to enter the property into which the Product is installed to inspect the possibility of nonconforming Product. This warranty gives you specific 
legal rights and you may also have other rights which vary from state to state. 

Limitations	and	Disclaimers
Warrantor shall not be liable for installation, removal or reinstallation costs or for any indirect, punitive, exemplary or consequential damages of any kind. Fiberon 
does not warrant against and is not responsible for, and no implied warranty shall be deemed to cover, any condition attributable to: (1) improper installation of 
Fiberon products and/ or failure to abide by Fiberon’s installation guidelines, including but not limited to improper gapping; (2) use of Fiberon products beyond 
normal use or in an application not recommended by Fiberon’s guidelines and local building codes; (3) movement, distortion, collapse or settling of the ground or 
the supporting structure on which Fiberon products are installed; (4) Defects to or failure arising from decking structure resulting from water caused by improper 
installation, workmanship, maintenance or repair; (5) any act of God (such as flooding, hurricane, earthquake, lightning, etc.); (6) discoloration caused by aggressive 
atmospheric pollutants including but not limited to metallic oxides or particles and airborne mold or mildew; (7) staining from foreign substances such as dirt, 
grease, oil, harsh chemicals found in cleaners or normal weathering (defined as natural efflorescence, exposure to sunlight, weather and atmospheric conditions 
which will cause any colored surface to gradually fade, flake, chalk, or accumulate dirt or stains); (8) damage resulting from fire or exposure to excessive heat 
sources such as cooking devices or retro-reflective surfaces; 9) the application of improper paints, stains, surface treatments or other chemical substances including 
but not limited to non-recommended cleaners or pesticides; (10) climate change or any other cause beyond the control of Fiberon; (11) variations or changes in 
color of Fiberon products; (12) improper handling, storage, abuse or neglect of Fiberon products by Purchaser or third parties; (13) ordinary wear and tear; (14) 
impact from foreign objects; or (15) any fasteners not supplied or approved by Fiberon. 

The purchaser is solely responsible for determining whether Fiberon product meets the requirements of any applicable safety code or similar regulation. 

No Fiberon dealer, installer, reseller, agent or employee is authorized to make any modification, extension or addition to this Warranty. No person or entity is 
authorized by Warrantor to make any statement or representation, as to the quality or performance of Fiberon product, other than as contained in this Limited 
Warranty and it may not be altered except in a written instrument signed by Warrantor and buyer. Some states do not allow limitation on how long any implied 
warranty lasts and/or the exclusion or limitation of incidental or consequential damages, so the above limitation or exclusion may not apply to you. This warranty 
gives you specific legal rights and you may also have other rights that vary from state to state.

Warranty	Claim	Procedure
To obtain replacement, the original owner must send a copy of this warranty certificate, copy of original proof of purchase and photos of the issue to the address below. Such proof of purchase must be from an 
authorized Fiberon product dealer and must show (1) the date of the purchase and (2) that sufficient Fiberon product has been purchased to cover the number of lineal feet claimed to be damaged. Fiberon must 
make a determination on the claim before any permanent repairs or removal of materials may be undertaken. 

For further information, contact: 
Fiberon, Consumer and Technical Support Department
198 Random Dr., New London, NC  28127
phone 800-573-8841 | fax 704-463-7330 | email info@fiberondecking.com  |  www.fiberondecking.com
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20	Year	Residential	
Limited	Warranty

 

Recovery
Year	of	
Claim

100% 0	-	10
80% 11	-	12
60% 13	-	14
40% 15	-	16
20% 17	-	18
10% 19	-	20

10	Year	Commercial	
Limited	Warranty

 

Recovery Year	of	Claim

100% 0	-	5	years
80% 6	years
60% 7	years
40% 8	years
20% 9	years
10% 10	years



For the most up-to-date information and specifications, visit www.fiberondecking.com. 

Fiberon	ClassicTM	Decking,	Professional	Decking,	Tropics®	Decking	(Europe)
Horizon®	Railing	and	Fiberail®	Railing

20-Year Residential Limited Warranty and 5-Year Commercial Limited Warranty

Fiberon warrants the following products from the date of the original purchase from an authorized Fiberon product dealer shall remain free from material manufacturing defects, and under normal and proper 
service conditions will not check, splinter, delaminate, rot or suffer structural damage from fungal decay when used in conjunction with an above ground application, under normal use and is installed and 
maintained according to manufacturer’s guidelines.

Decking:		 Fiberon	Classic	Decking,	Fiberon	Professional	Decking,	Fiberon	Tropics	Decking	(Europe)
Railing:		 Fiberon	Horizon®	Railing,	Fiberon	Fiberail	Railing
Fasteners:		 Fiberon	branded	Hidden	Fasteners	as	listed	on	www.fiberondecking.com

Fiberon Phantom Fasteners are warranted from the date of proof of purchase against defects in material and workmanship when installed according to manufacturer’s installation instructions. This warranty 
excludes rust. For best results, use only Fiberon branded or those approved hidden fasteners listed on our web site, www.fiberondecking.com. Fiberon branded hidden fasteners are specifically designed to 
provide optimum performance when used with Fiberon deck boards. The use of other types of fasteners may void the Fiberon warranty if it is determined that deck board failures resulted from the use of non-
approved fasteners.

The term of warranty shall be twenty (20) years from original purchase date for a residential purchaser and five (5) years from original purchase date for a commercial purchaser.

Remedy
Purchaser’s sole remedy for any claim whatsoever arising out of the purchase, use, storage or possession of Fiberon products (whether such claim arises is contract, warranty, tort, strict liability or otherwise), 
including without limitation any claim that Fiberon products failed to perform as warranted above, shall be replaced with new Fiberon product in an amount equal to the volume of defective material as listed 
on the Prorated Warranty Schedule. Replacement material will be provided that is as close as possible in color, design and quality to the original installation, but we do not guarantee an exact match as colors 
and designs will change. Additionally, claimant agrees to the use of surface fasteners as adequate for reinstallation of the furnished board, irrespective of existing method. Warrantor may elect to refund the 
percentage of the original purchase price listed on the Prorated Warranty Schedule in lieu of replacing the product or if Fiberon deems the repair is not commercially practicable or cannot be made in a timely 
manner. 

This Warranty does not cover costs of installation, removal or reinstallation. The Warrantor’s sole obligation is limited to replacement of the Product, and Warrantor shall have no further liability of obligation except 
as expressly stated herein. In no event will Fiberon be liable for any incidental, special, indirect or consequential damages resulting from any defect in the Product supplied, including but not limited to, damage to 
property. Some states do not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental or consequential damages, so the above limitation may not apply to you.

Any owner seeking remedy under this warranty must notify Fiberon in writing within 30 days after discovering a possible nonconformity of the Product, and before beginning any permanent repair. This written 
notice should describe the possible nonconformity and include the date the Product was installed. Immediately upon discovering any possible nonconforming Product, the owner must make temporary repairs 
at the owner’s expense to protect all property that could be affected. The owner must allow Fiberon to enter the property into which the Product is installed to inspect the possibility of nonconforming Product. 
This warranty gives you specific legal rights and you may also have other rights which vary from state to state. 

Limitations	and	Disclaimers
Warrantor shall not be liable for installation, removal or reinstallation costs or for any indirect, punitive, exemplary or consequential damages of any kind. Fiberon does not warrant against and is not responsible 
for, and no implied warranty shall be deemed to cover, any condition attributable to: (1) improper installation of Fiberon products and/ or failure to abide by Fiberon’s installation guidelines, including but not 
limited to improper gapping; (2) use of Fiberon products beyond normal use or in an application not recommended by Fiberon’s guidelines and local building codes; (3) movement, distortion, collapse or settling 
of the ground or the supporting structure on which Fiberon products are installed; (4) Defects to or failure arising from decking structure resulting from water caused by improper installation, workmanship, 
maintenance or repair; (5) any act of God (such as flooding, hurricane, earthquake, lightning, etc.); (6) discoloration caused by aggressive atmospheric pollutants including but not limited to metallic oxides 
or particles and airborne mold or mildew; (7) staining from foreign substances such as dirt, grease, oil, harsh chemicals found in cleaners or normal weathering (defined as natural efflorescence, exposure to 
sunlight, weather and atmospheric conditions which will cause any colored surface to gradually fade, flake, chalk, or accumulate dirt or stains); (8) damage resulting from fire or exposure to excessive heat 
sources such as cooking devices or retro-reflective surfaces; 9) the application of improper paints, stains, surface treatments or other chemical substances including but not limited to non-recommended 
cleaners or pesticides; (10) climate change or any other cause beyond the control of Fiberon; (11) variations or changes in color of Fiberon products; (12) improper handling, storage, abuse or neglect of Fiberon 
products by Purchaser or third parties; (13) ordinary wear and tear; (14) impact from foreign objects; or (15) any fasteners not supplied or approved by Fiberon. 

The purchaser is solely responsible for determining whether Fiberon product meets the requirements of any applicable safety code or similar regulation.  

No Fiberon dealer, installer, reseller, agent or employee is authorized to make any modification, extension or addition to this Warranty. No person or entity is authorized by Warrantor to make any statement or 
representation, as to the quality or performance of Fiberon product, other than as contained in this Limited Warranty and it may not be altered except in a written instrument signed by Warrantor and buyer. 
Some states do not allow limitation on how long any implied warranty lasts and/or the exclusion or limitation of incidental or consequential damages, so the above limitation or exclusion may not apply to you. 

This warranty gives you specific legal rights and you may also have other rights that vary from state to state.

Warranty	Claim	Procedure
To obtain replacement, the original owner must send a copy of this warranty certificate, copy of original proof of purchase and photos of the issue to the address below. Such proof of purchase must be from an 
authorized Fiberon product dealer and must show (1) the date of the purchase and (2) that sufficient Fiberon product has been purchased to cover the number of lineal feet claimed to be damaged. Fiberon must 
make a determination on the claim before any permanent repairs or removal of materials may be undertaken. 

For further information, contact: 
Fiberon, Consumer and Technical Support Department, 
198 Random Dr. New London, NC 28127
Phone 800-573-8841 | Fax 704-463-7330 | email info@fiberondecking.com | www.fiberondecking.com
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20	Year	Residential	
Limited	Warranty

 

Recovery
Year	of	
Claim

100% 0	-	10
80% 11	-	12
60% 13	-	14
40% 15	-	16
20% 17	-	18
10% 19	-	20

5	Year	Commercial	
Limited	Warranty

 

Recovery Year	of	Claim

100% 0	-	1	years
80% 2	years
60% 3	years
40% 4	years
20% 5	years
10% 10	years



For the most up-to-date information and specifications, visit www.fiberondecking.com. 
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Fiberon®	-	Care	and	Maintenance
Outdoor Flooring, Horizon® and  
Pro-Tect® Decking

Important Considerations

•	 Ensure minimum six inches of ventilation under deck substructure and 

required spacing between decking boards.

•	 Improve drainage or grade soil to eliminate standing water under decks.

•	 Direct downspouts, downspout extensions and splash guards away 

from decks.

•	 Position dryer vents away from decks.

•	 Maintain a deck that is dry and clean.

•	 Clean your deck as often as needed, at least twice each year.

•	 Use extreme caution with pressure washers and use at pressures less 

than 1,500 psi at 12” above deck surface. Pressure washing is not 

recommended when mold/mildew are present on the deck.

•	 Keep debris out of gaps between the decking boards so rain showers 

can remove pollen and organic debris between cleanings.

•	 Minimize the use of wet mulch up against the deck structure.

•	 Items stored directly on top of the deck surface, such as flower pots, 

prohibit water evaporation and can cause some staining on the deck 

surface.

Ventilation

Make sure there is adequate and unobstructed air flow under the deck to 

prevent excessive water absorption. Improve drainage or grade flat areas 

where standing water may gather. For decks with limited ventilation, six inches 

of clear ventilation is required between bottom of joists and fascia to grade. 

Mind	the	Gap

If the gap between decking boards is less than 3/16”, organic debris such as 

leaves, seeds or pollen can settle on the deck and clog gaps. Water can pool, 

steeping organic debris that forms a “tea” or of tannin which may stain your 

deck. This organic debris is a strong food source for mold. Keeping the gap 

clean is the easiest way to keep the deck clean. If gapping becomes clogged, 

use a garden hose, a spatula, putty knife or similar tool to remove debris.

Clean	Your	Deck	

Clean your deck as often as needed, at least twice each year to remove 

pollen, organic debris, dirt or stains. Generally, a broom or a blower will work 

better than a hose for removing scattered organic materials like leaves. For 

general cleaning, use soap and water or mild household cleaners. 

Masonry	Construction

It is important to protect decking during masonry construction. White or 

hazy residue from mineral deposits (efflorescence) can leach out of stone 

and masonry materials after water evaporates leaving the deposits behind. 

Minerals from soils in certain arid and mountainous environments can also 

cause a hazing affect when deposited on the deck surface. 

This can only be prevented with complete and secure coverage of the decking 

surface area during the construction phase or installation of the decking after 

the masonry construction phase. To minimize this affect during masonry 

construction, keep materials dry and allow masonry and cement to cure 

properly. 

For mineral deposits left on the decking surface, periodic cleaning is required 

to maintain visual attractiveness. Fiberon developed Fiberon Composite Deck 

Cleaner specifically formulated for, and effective in cleaning dirt, clay, mud, 

soil, mineral deposits and masonry and stucco residue. Be sure to follow the 

label instructions. Do not mix recommended cleaning products together as 

harmful chemical reactions could occur.

Important Ladder Usage Safety Instructions

When using a ladder, place the ladder on a piece of ¾” plywood firmly 

secured to the deck surface to disperse the load of the ladder’s feet to nearby 

underlying joists. Drill fasteners downward through the top of the plywood 

sheet, into the deck board gaps and into the joists to keep the plywood from 

slipping. This avoids leaving holes in your decking once the plywood sheet is 

removed. Be sure to follow the ladder manufacturer’s instructions and safety 

tips.

Mold	and	Mildew	

Mold and mildew are common environmental conditions. Molds grow on 

decaying organic material such as wood, leaf decay and pollen. Tiny and 

lightweight, mold spores travel easily through the air. Different climates 

experience varying degrees of these conditions depending on the amount of 

moisture and heat present. 

To thrive, mold and mildew need air, water, elevated temperatures and a food 

source. There is no way to eliminate all these conditions in the environment. 

A wide variety of building materials including concrete, wood products, vinyl 

siding and many others are subject to potential mold growth. 

To minimize mold on your decking, clean your deck as often as needed, 

at least twice each year. Climate conditions vary in different regions of the 

country and may necessitate more periodic cleaning. Removal of leaves, 

debris, and other organic materials that provide a food source for mold 

development is important. If mold is present on your deck, use soap and 

water to clean. For more information on cleaning mold and mildew, see 

Fiberon Technical Bulletin # 13 at this link, http://www.fiberondecking.com/

design/literatureCenter.

Dirt	and	Grime

Dislodge accumulated dirt with a broom or by using soap and water and 

a non-metal scrub brush. Scrubbing in the direction of the grain is best. 

Thoroughly rinse off with a garden hose.

Skilled professionals may use a pressure washer with wide fan tips, at low 

pressures under 1,500 psi and at safe distances, 12” above deck. In the 

wrong hands, your composite deck can be damaged. Exercise extreme 

caution.

Oil	and	Grease	Stains

Speedy clean up is best. To clean grease and oil stains that soap and water 

cannot remove, some all purpose cleaners, such as Fantastik, will cut through 

grease and grime. Or use a commercial deck cleaner designed specifically for 

your type of decking. De-Solv-It Citrus Solution  is effective in removing tar, 

asphalt, oil, grease and chewing gum. Be sure to follow the manufacturer’s 

recommendations and test in an inconspicuous area prior to cleaning the 

entire deck. 

Salt	and	Calcium	Chloride

Build up of salt and calcium chloride from snow and ice removal is easily 

removed with enough water and perhaps a light scrub. Use a garden hose or 

sprayer. If using a pressure washer, use at low pressures under 1,500 psi and 

at safe distances, 12” above deck, to avoid damaging your deck. Never use 

METAL shovels or sharp edged tools to remove snow and ice on the surface 

of any Fiberon composite or PVC decking product.

Fire	and	Unusual	Heat	Sources

Composite decking will retain heat when exposed to direct or reflective 

sunlight. Exercise caution if walking barefoot as footwear may be required. 

Fire and unusual sources of heat and heat build-up can possibly damage 

Fiberon decking surfaces. Examples would include fire, reflected light 

from different types of glass (ex. low-e glass), fire features and under-deck 

waterproofing installations that do not provide the 6”(15 cm) of unobstructed 

net free ventilation.

 •  Low-E Glass/Reflected Heat

Low-emissivity glass is designed to prevent heat gain inside the house by 

reflecting sunlight outward. This reflective property can result in excessive 

heat build on the surface of Fiberon decking. The properties that Low-E 

glass employs to prevent passive heat gain within a structure can result in 

unusual heat build-up on exterior surfaces.

removing mold and mildew, and retarding its return.

Fiberon tested with excellent results, a coating option for areas in the country 

with high mold prone environments. Using the 30-day ASTM D3273 mold 

test, there was no mold growth after applying the weatherproofing finish. We 

have found the following coating effective on uncapped composite boards 

when applied and maintained as per the manufacturer’s instructions.

•	 Behr Premium Transparent Deck, Fence, & Siding Weatherproofing 

Wood Finish at http://www.behr.com.

For more information on cleaning mold and mildew, see Fiberon Technical 

Bulletin # 13 at this link, http://www.fiberondecking.com/design/

literatureCenter.

Tannin	Stains

Tannins naturally occur in all wood species and sometimes migrate to the 

surface where wood fibers are exposed to sun and water. Tannin stains tend 

to disappear naturally after removal of standing water under mats, flower 

pots or umbrella stands where water is trapped for longer periods of time. 

To hasten removal of tannin stains, use a commercial deck cleaner designed 

specifically for your type of decking, strictly following the manufacturer’s 

instructions. One effective treatment is a mixture of one cup TSP, one cup 

bleach and one gallon warm water, applied with a long-handled deck. To 

help protect landscaping, we recommend wetting down landscaping prior to 

treatment.

Salt	and	Calcium	Chloride

Build up of salt and calcium chloride from snow and ice removal is easily 

removed with enough water and perhaps a light scrub. Use a garden hose or 

sprayer. If using a pressure washer, use at low pressures under 1,500 psi and 

at safe distances, 12" above deck, to avoid damaging your deck. Never use 

METAL shovels or sharp edged tools to remove snow and ice on the surface 

of any Fiberon composite or PVC decking product.

Construction	Chalk

Colored chalk, used in construction for marking straight lines prior to cutting, 

is permanent on most surfaces. Contact the manufacturer of the specific 

brand and color of chalk for a cleaning solution that may prove effective. The 

best advice is to avoid colored chalk, using workable alternatives such as 

white chalk or baby powder.

For further information, contact: 
Fiberon, Consumer and Technical Support Department
198 Random Dr., New London, NC  28127
phone 800-573-8841 | fax 704-463-7330 | email info@fiberondecking.com  |  
www.fiberondecking.com
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Fiberon®	-	Care	and	Maintenance
Professional and Classic Composite 
Decking

Important	Considerations

•	 Ensure minimum six inches of ventilation under deck substructure and 

required spacing between decking boards.

•	 Improve drainage or grade soil to eliminate standing water under 

decks.

•	 Direct downspouts, downspout extensions and splash guards away 

from decks.

•	 Position dryer vents away from decks.

•	 Maintain a deck that is dry and clean.

•	 Clean your deck as often as needed, at least twice each year.

•	 Use extreme caution with pressure washers and use at pressures less 

than 1,500 psi at 12" above deck surface. Pressure washing is not 

recommended when mold/mildew are present on the deck.

•	 Keep debris out of gaps between the decking boards so rain showers 

can remove pollen and organic debris between cleanings.

•	 Minimize the use of wet mulch up against the deck structure.

•	 Items stored directly on top of the deck surface, such as flower pots, 

prohibit water evaporation and can cause some staining of the deck 

surface.

•	 Use of wrought iron railing or other carbon steel materials in contact 

with or above an uncapped composite deck surface may cause dark 

extractive staining.

Ventilation

Make sure there is adequate and unobstructed air flow under the deck to 

prevent excessive water absorption. Improve drainage or grade flat areas 

where standing water may gather. For decks with limited ventilation, 6" of 

clear ventilation is required.

Mind	the	Gap

If the gap between decking boards is less than 3/16", organic debris such 

as leaves, seeds or pollen can settle on the deck and clog gaps. Water can 

pool, steeping organic debris that forms a “tea” or of tannin which may stain 

your deck. This organic debris is a strong food source for mold. Keeping the 

gap clean is the easiest way to keep the deck clean. If gapping becomes 

clogged, use a garden hose, a spatula, putty knife or similar tool to remove 

debris.

Clean	Your	Deck

Clean your deck as often as needed, at least twice each year to remove 

pollen, organic debris, dirt or stains. Generally, a broom or a blower will work 

better than a hose for removing scattered organic materials like leaves. For 

general cleaning, use soap and water or mild household cleaners.

Dirt	and	Grime

Dislodge accumulated dirt with a broom or by using soap and water and 

a non-metal scrub brush. Scrubbing in the direction of the grain is best. 

Thoroughly rinse off with a garden hose. Skilled professionals may use a 

pressure washer with wide fan tips, at low pressures under 1,500 psi and at 

safe distances, 12" above deck. In the wrong hands, your composite deck 

can be damaged. Exercise extreme caution.

Oil	and	Grease	Stains

Speedy clean up is best. To clean grease and oil stains that soap and water 

cannot remove, some all purpose cleaners, such as Fantastik, will cut through 

grease and grime. Or use a commercial deck cleaner designed specifically for 

your type of decking. De-Solv-It Citrus Solution  is effective in removing tar, 

asphalt, oil, grease and chewing gum. Be sure to follow the manufacturer’s 

recommendations and test in an inconspicuous area prior to cleaning the 

entire deck. 

Mold	and	Mildew

Mold and mildew are common environmental conditions. Molds grow on 

decaying organic material such as wood, leaf decay and pollen. Tiny and 

lightweight, mold spores travel easily through the air. Different climates 

experience varying degrees of these conditions depending on the amount of 

moisture and heat present.

To thrive, mold and mildew need air, water, elevated temperatures and a food 

source. There is no way to eliminate all these conditions in the environment. 

A wide variety of building materials including concrete, wood products, vinyl 

siding and many others are subject to potential mold growth.

To minimize mold on your decking, clean your deck as often as needed, 

at least twice each year. Climate conditions vary in different regions of the 

country and may necessitate more periodic cleaning. Removal of leaves, 

debris, and other organic materials that provide a food source for mold 

development is important. If mold is present on your deck, there are 

many commercial products available for cleaning mold. We recommend 

the following commercial cleaners. For best results, be sure to follow the 

manufacturer’s instructions and use cleaners within their stated shelf life. 

Do not mix recommended cleaning products together as harmful chemical 

reactions could occur. Never mix bleach and acids.

•	 Collier Manufacturing 30-Seconds® Outdoor Cleaner and 

30-Seconds® Spray & Walk Away are heavy duty, mildly alkaline 

chlorinated mold and mildew removers/ cleaners that are biodegradable 

once rinsed into the soil, and have been tested to perform very well in 



For the most up-to-date information and specifications, visit www.fiberondecking.com. 

When the sunlight is reflected and concentrated it can harm a range of 

building materials that include doors, windows, siding, trim and decking. 

Damage caused to these products can include melting, sagging, warping, 

discoloration, increased expansion and contraction, and accelerated 

weathering.

If you have questions on how to reduce this risk, contact the manufacturer 

of the product which contains the Low-E glass for suggestions on how to 

reduce or eliminate the reflected heat.

 •  Under-deck waterproofing systems

Under-deck waterproofing systems, properly installed, can provide 

additional living or storage space. Improper installations are those that 

restrict air flow and result in build-up of heat and/or humidity which can 

result in unwanted consequences. Contact the manufacturer of the specific 

under-deck waterproofing system for installation instructions to ensure 

the required 6” (15 cm) of unobstructed ventilation is achieved for Fiberon 

decking. If already installed, seek methods to achieve the ventilation 

requirement.

 •  Fire Features/Fire Pits

Fire features and fire pits are increasingly popular in outdoor living 

environments. Fire can damage many building products including Fiberon 

decking. Improperly installed fire features and fire pits can cause damage 

to the surface of Fiberon decking via direct exposure to the flame or 

excessive radiated heat. Proper caution should be taken when designing, 

installing and using these features to ensure damage does not result.

Static

Dry or windy environments may create a temporary condition of static 

electricity, which will vary depending on climate and site conditions.

For further information, contact: 
Fiberon, Consumer and Technical Support Department
198 Random Dr., New London, NC  28127
phone 800-573-8841 | fax 704-463-7330 | email info@fiberondecking.com  |  
www.fiberondecking.com
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Decking: Horizon Castle Gray
Railing: Horizon Mission Black with Round Metal Black Balusters

Decking: Horizon Castle Gray
Railing: Horizon Mission Black with Round Metal Black Balusters

Decking: Horizon Rosewood
Decking: Outdoor Flooring Jatoba
Railing: Horizon Inspirations White with Round 
Metal Black Balusters



Fiberon, Outdoor Flooring with Sensibuilt Lumenite Technology, Permatech, Fiberon Pro-Tect, Phantom, Deck Pilot, 
Inspirations, Fiberail, Fiberon Classic and ClearVisionSystem are trademarks of Fiber Composites, LLC, registered in 
the U.S. and other countries.

www.fiberondecking.com
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Visit our Photo Gallery

Decking: Horizon Castle Gray
Railing: Horizon Mission Black with Round Metal Black Balusters
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